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" THE MILL HARDS "
Welcome to the Feb. printing of "The
Garden Magazine Pull of People". A big
thank you to each contributor that has
made this printing of Ozark Gardena,
A special thank you to Mr. Hintenach
for our cover picture this month. We
know he is very busy this time of the
year and yet took the time to do us a
special cover for Feb., it's deeply appreciated.
The flower for Feb. is Primrose, Amethyst is the gem. Feb. gives way to
many special days, one of them, and
very important is Valentines Day. Mary
Boatright so fondly reminds us to remember our loved ones. Feb. 2nd is
Candlemas Day and next in line to these
wonderful days mentioned is Ground Hog
Day. In Pa. all ears listen to the
news, did the ground hog see his shadow
today? This is an annual, big day in
PUnxsutawney, Pa. Many people, plus
the press, await the day out to see if
Mr. ground hog will see · his shadow.
If the story is new to you we will recapture it for you. Mr. ground hog, or
as we know him as being called a woodchuck, and this brings to mind the old
verse how much wood would a woodchuck
cut, but here now, thats another story.
Let's see , oh yes, it is a Pa. 'tradition if Mr. ground hog comes out of his
burrow on Feb. 2nd and sees his shado~
we will have six more weeks of winter.
On the other hand, if Mr. ground hog
comes out of his burrow and its cloudy
and the sun can't possibly shine, and
he does not see his shadow, winter will
soon be over and spring is close at
hand. Superstition? of course,
who
could believe anything like that. I'm
always happy to hear that Mr. ground
hog has seen his shadow and I have 6
more weeks to dream about my new garden
and I almost panic when he does not
see his shadow, I know I cannot be
ready in time for an early spring. Row
you think I'm superstitous don't you?
Gosh,no, it does make a handy excuse to
say, Mr. Ground Hog said so.
Like most gardeners we have looked
and read all the seed catalogs and have
a list 2 foot long thenwhen we think .of
all that weeding and hoeing we end up
with the usual peas, tomatoes, peppers,
and beans, but .Bext year we are going
to try some thing new. Speaking of new
flowers, watch for the new petunias.
While we can hear Edna Bennett say 1
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just love Sugar Plum petunias and Margaret Jackson will say1 my favorite, my
favorite is whatever George likes, he
has to plant them. Whatever your choice
is in Petunias don't overlook these
beautie~ in your garden.
Porchboxes or
hang~ng baskets of cascade petunias are
peautiful.. Plant . petunias in front of
evergreens for a spar kling 'beautiful
garden. While we normally start some
40 different varieties of Petunias from
seed each spring in our greenhouse , we
will drop back to the best 20 of these
because more of our time is needed for
our beloved O.G. Should you like to
try some petunias from seed, remember a
few simple rules.
Purchase seed only from a reliable
seed house, would be my first suggestion. The second part is most important; whateve·r medi\l!D you use must be
sterile! Cottage cheese boxes or aluminum pie plates are good for containers. Be sure to make holes in the
bottoms of these containers so the excess water will drain. Use a sterile
medium, fine vermiculite, or
milled
sphagnum moss, even a light mixture of
soil is good. Do not make the medium
too deep, about 1i inches is enough.
Make little rows with a pencil and gently drop in the seed but not too thick.
Do not cover the Petunia seed with any
medium, ~is--very tiny-aDa does not
have the needed strength to uncover itself. Place your container in a plastic bag, close with a rubber band·, and
place in a warm place but not in the
sunlight. Open the bag once each day
to let in fresh air, and i f you have a
little sprayer, mist the seed once each
day. If the seed dries out even once ,it
is done for. Seed should show in 7 to
10 days, after it is up,open plastic
bag a little for air and continue to
mist once a day until leaves show. After true leaves are showing, remove
plastic bag a few minutes each day unt il they bec ome accustomed to the dry
air. Petunia seeds are very
fine.
There are about 285,000 seed in an
ounce, so plant them very carefully.
It is also time to start coleus seed
for color in the shady part of your
garden or to use as house plants. In
any seed planting, a sterilized medium
must be used to insure success. Do not
cover your coleus seed with any medium
and a once a day misting will produce
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Cont'd on page 4

NEWS FROM
SPIN Y RIDG E
Edith Bestard
Eureka Springs
Ark.
72632
I hope that this New Year will bring
good things to all of you, and most important of all, a measure of peace to
our troubled world.
I have been greatly disturbed to
learn of Ted's illness, and I want you
all to join· with me in earnest prayers
for his speedy recovery and restoration
to good health. You can do most for
him in a practical way by getting as
many new subscribers as you can. If he
can build up a large subscription list,
he can get more paying advertising and
will not have to work so hard to keep
OG going. I well know this from experience. Also, give him your advertising.
At the low OG rate you cannot possibly
lose. Be sure when ordering from OG
ads to state that you saw the ad in . OG.
These little things help.
Nothing very showy is blooming in my
greenhouse now, but the succulents other than cacti are budding and will soon
brighten their surroundings. Some already blooming are the necklace vine,
several Stapeliads, Bryophyllum scandens (the one with mouse-colored flowers), Crassula argentea (wrongly called
"rubber plant"), the l arge Trichocaulon1
and two varieties of Euphorbia splenden
(Christ Thorn.)
Among the cacti, the Old Laay is covered with rosy blossoms, and
many
Mamma. are budded. Some large white
varieties are developing the
thick
white tufts on their crowns which always precede blossoms. I water the
succulents frequently, but not the cacti.
Mrs. A.W. Dickinson, 1648 Heche Road,
Fallbrook, Calif. 92028 is especially
fond of Stapelias, has 7 or 8 different
kinds, and is always looking for more.
She sent me some seed, which I am anxious to try. She has good luck growing
cacti from seed.
In November I received a letter from
Mary (Mrs. Martin) Gnadt of Alma, Kan.,
about whose Ceropegia sandersonii (Parachute Plant) I wro~e last summer. She
took it to the County Fair in 1965 and
received a blue ribbon on it in the Unusual Plant Class, and Grand Champion
ribbon of all the potted plants. This
·year it had to compete with an Amorphophallus, similar to
Mary Long's
Sacred Lily of India, but it won second
place. When Mary first obtained the
Ceropegia , as an unrotted slip, it never bloomed until she set it, container
and all J in the ground in a sheltered
Ozark Gardens February 1967
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corner of the house1 to summer with the
Hoyas. She was surprised one day to
see a little green and white Parachute
seemingly floating above the plant,
which continued blooming for
three
months.
Mary's Kleinia herreianus (Gooseberry
Vine) took second place in the succulent class, and her Astrophytum ornatum
(Star cactus) placed first in the cactus class. A Mexican Living Rock which
Mary received from a lady in Nevada had
a seed pod deep in the center wool, and
now she has 15 . tiny seedlings, very
slow-growing and odd looking.
Alma Sifford, 9014 Sherland, Overland
Mo. 63114, writes as follows: "Please
help! I have a Pedilanthus tithymaloides (Redbird cactus) that has set for 3
years without growing or blooming. It
is a lovely plant, but why doesn't it
bloom? I have looked through magazines
books and leaflets, but nowhere can I
find anything about Redbird cactus. Any
information will be greatly"appreciated."
Well, I can echo that myself, for I
have had this plant for much longer
than three years with never a hint of
bloom. Perhaps there is a trick that
Alma and I should know, so let's hear
from successful growers of the Redbird
cactus. I believe one of its common
names is "Devil's Backbone."
Marjorie Cochran, Williamsburg, Kan.
wrote after I had asked if it is necessary to have two Jujube trees (Chinese date) in order to get fruit. She
has one lone tree, about 12 feet tall,
which bears heavily every year. She
enjoys the fruits raw but has also candied and dried them, and has used them
in fruit cakes and breads, or wherever
one would use dates, and everyone pronounces them delicious. Now I am waiting anxiously for next summer, for I
did find a few dates on my Jujube, and
perhaps it will bear heavily next season.
Please write your requests and information. I · can again obtain H.C. Lawson's "Book of Cacti for the Amateur"
($1.50) and I also have a few copies
left of all of Mrs. Calls books.

THE POET'S GARDEN
Every subject I have tried.
Every sorrow I have cried.
Every happiness I've shared.
Every lovely day I cared.
Everything is in my wayWhat others do and what they say.
My words are seeds that I must sow
And pencil them in 8 line row!
Pearl Kell

MOVING? Notify your Editor at once!

------

me around and waiting for me to get up
in the late morning. I have plenty of
clean water for them to drink and bathe
in, Of course, I have to check the
bird bath once in awhile as the doves
leave a scum of their feather oil on
top, While the water tap is on, tee
humming birds take delight in diving
through the spray. By feedins the wild
doves whole corn, the English sparrows
have to seek food elsewhere, since the
corn is too big for them, When I have
to buy scratch grain for them, the
sparrows gobble up a lot of it. Some
of the doves build their nest in a nut
tree, while the brown towhee builds in
the cactus or other shrub, The orioles
weave the frayed banana leaves together
f~r
their nest, leaving a door at
e~ther
end, since it is so narrow they
cannot turn around to leave. Some of
the pests here are snails, slugs, ants
jaybirds and cats. I shred up plenty
9f mulch to hold the plant moisture,
Ray the Boss,

RAY'S HALF

ACRE
RAMBLINGS

MR. RAY WETHERBEE
4241 LaSalle Ave.
Culver City, Cali!. 90230
ATTENTION!! Here is the lineup o!
'inhabitants' of my 'Jungle' to start
the new year. (Of course, I did a lot
of pruning of trees and vines since the
. start of the year.) Apples: Iowa Johnathon, Red Astrakan, Iowa Delicious,
Calif. Valmore, Mcintosh Red, King and
Golden Delicious. Bartlets,
etc.
pears, Babcock and Redwing Peaches .
Green Gage and Red plums. Nectarines.
Royal and Earlygold Apricots. Figs:
Thompson, King, White,
Everbearing,
Black Mission and Celeste. Coolidge
Fejoia (commonly called guava,) Calamondin (commonly called Phillipine Lime)
Avocados: Fuerte, Anaheim and Nayball.
Calif . Concord grapes. Limes.
Meyer
Dwarf lemons. Summer navel oranges.
Loquats. Sapote (subtropical . ) Korean
sweet and sour cherry. Nanking cherry.
Persimmons: Wild Ozark, Japanese Fuju
and Hashya. Nuts. Hiccan, Black Walnut, Chinese Chestnut and Filberts.
Mexican Bananas, Berries: Red Willamette raspberries, Thornless Loganberries, Thornless Boysenberries, Thornless Youngberries, Olallee Blackberries, climbing strawberries. Tropical
Tree Tomato. Peas: Telephone and Texas
Cream. Beans: Ky. Wonder white and
wax, Italian Romano, Potomac, Mothers
Everbearing, Oregon Giant, Caseknife,
Blackseed Blue Lake, Winfield Hybrid
Lima, Baby Calico lima, (all
pole
beans) Soldier Boy Bush wax beans.
Sweet corn: Jamaca, South American Tall
corn, Six Shooter, Early Adam and Golden Bantam mixed, and Hybrid Stowels'
evergreen, Summer Squash:
Caserta,
Scallop , Straightneck, Winter squash:
Hubbard, Banana and Uconn. Pie pumpkins. Various root crops. Tomatoes:
Krohn Yellow, Peron Sprayless, Fogproof, San Marzano, and small red and
yellow cluster tomatoes. Bell peppers
and eggplant.
I encourage the wild birds to live
here, so they get a share of the fruits
and berries, even to the apples and
bananas. I save all the sweet corn
that ripens for the wild turtle and
mourning doves, and they are always on
hand for their share, even to following
Ozark Gardens February 1967
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The Mill Hands cont'd from page 2
good results. Damp off of coleus is
always some problem. Good air circulation will help a great deal to stop
this. A very weak solution of vinegar
water misted on the seed and tiny
plants will sometimes stop damp off.
Have you tried "Sultanas" or Impatiens
from seed and failed? This seed needs
a very warm temperature of 70-75 deg.
and is sensitive to darkness. Do not
cover the seed with your medium , it
does need good light to germinate.
Place the container that
you have
planted the Sultana seed in where it
will receive good light, cover with
plastic to let light in . These three
things will make a failure of your
seeding, low temperature, darkness, and
lack of moisture.
Regardless of what Mr. ground hog
will do, buy your seed early and do a
little window &ill gardening. Spring
will soon be here. Until next month I
hope all your petunias turn up doubles
and your coleus plants gro~ in splendor!
DOLPHIN EYE DROPS
From Mrs. L.R. Butler, 1350 Alcy,
Memphis, Tenn.: "I have had lots of
trouble with my eyes, and the Dolphin
Eye Drops have really helped them.
Thanks again,"
Mrs. Butler's testimonial is echoed
by scores of satisfied users of Dolphin
Eye Drops, the soothing potion made of
natural barks processed, which bring
almost instant relief to dry, tired,
strained eyes. If you have never felt
that eye drops gave you much help, you
owe it to yourself to try these. Send
$2.50 for a generous bottle to Edith
Bestard, R,1, Eureka Springs, Ark.72632
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''MEET OUR CONTRIBUTOR"

MY ROCK GARDEN

MADALENE MODIC
R,1, Box 162
Sewickley,Pa.15143
outside. There were potatoes to pick
up. I did not like to come home from
school to change clothes and pick up
potatoes. I did not like pulling navy
beans and carrying them to the shed
where they would dry on racks. Many of
our long winter evenings would be spent
in sorting out the dirt particles and
bad beans, ready ~o sell. There were
times when I helped in the fields and I
enjoyed driving our team of horses.
There was time for fun too. Every
fall father took us nutting to gather
hickory nuts, walnuts and butternuts.
We had chestnuts on our own place that
always bore abundantly. Jate in the
fall there was butchering, cutting up
the meat, rendering the fat and making
sausage. Mother could make the best
head cheese and mince meat.
I remember Nov. 11, 1918 when the war
was over. All the school children were
taken in busses to Ashtabula to join in
the celebration. My brother that lives
in New Jersey was born when I was fourteen. I remember my sister and I having to take turns to see that he went
to sleep in the afternoons and put him
to bed at night. There was always other things that we wanted to do.
After high school I went to Kent
State College. It is now called The
University of Kent. I was nineteen
when I started teaching in a one room
school house. I met Mr. Modic in Ambridge, which is fifteen miles west
from Pittsburgh, Pa. on the Ohio River,
Where I was spending my vacation with a
girl friend. Three years later I came
back as a bride to live in Pa. I had
married a steel worker and it was like
being in another world living in a
three room apartment.
One summer we went to Canada on vacation. I saw the beautiful rock garden
at Hamilton. "That is what I want," I
said to my husband. This was the first
time I had ever seen a rock garden. I
didn't know an arabia, allysum or one
rock garden plant from another. I had
an inner feeling that if I had a chance
I could make a rock garden. The charm
and beauty of that rock garden was to
linger with me all through the years.
Mother loved geraniums and we always
had cut flowers in the garden. ! remember seeing Tuberous Begonias at our
neighbors and thinking they were the
most beautiful flowers. I just never
learned much about flowers until we
moved here.
We bought this place in Sept. 1939
and moved here with a three month old
son.

I have enjoyed living through an interesting era; the progress in indus-try, the changes brought about by the
automobile and the airplane, bringing
electricity into the rural communities
that changed the way of life for the
farmer and his family.
I was born at Glady Fork, Upshur
County, in West Virginia, on the last
day in March 1905. When I was three
years old father moved to Ohio. He
worked five years on farms in Columbiana County. Then he bought a. farm in
Jefferson Ohio near Lake Erie, where I
lived until I married Mr. Modic.
My father was a farmer and he believed in everyone being useful. I
learned to milk when I was nine years
old as I was the oldest. We often had
22 cows to milk so it meant being up
early in the morning and early to bed.
Father sold milk but I can remember
mother making butter, forty pounds or
more in a week. There was only a milk
house by the spring to keep the butter
and milk cool. There were always pets.
I had a pet lamb most every spring. The
runt pig in a litter was always mine.
Years later when I read "Out of My
Experience", by Louis Bromfield, I was
happy to read about someone who felt
as I did about the pigs.
I no longer remember how the war gardens were organized for children. I
was twelve or thirteen and very en-thused about having a garden of my own.
I followed the rules and won first
prize in our area. I won prizes on
tomatoes, peppers, cabbage and beets
from this garden at the County Fair
that fall. Fall was such a busy time,
We made apple butter in a copper kettle
{)zark Gardens February 1967
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Cont'd on page 9

Among My
House Plants
MARY LONG
Stratford, Ia. 50249 '

Well, come on in, I've been expecting you. Christmas is over and so many
of you have asked me to take you
through my new home like I did my old
ones. So here we go! First 7 we will
start on the back steps. Come into my
shut-in porch where I keep my deep
freeze. Then into my breakfast room
where I have a large cupboard from
floor to ceiling on the south side and
a round table with four chairs. Now
across a tiny hall with two windows,
one in the breakfast room and one in
the hall on the east wall. Each of
these windows has two shelves of flowers beside the bottom sills and lined
up each side of both windows pn cup
screws, Episcia, all colors of flowers
and leaves, Loyce's rose and orange
Bougainvillea, a Fuchsia, large dbl,,
dark leafed rose Begonia, Calla Begonia, an apple scented geranium and a
plant of which I don't have the name,is
full of tall stems with little trumpet
white flowers. So you can see how
pretty that is. The other shelf is
full of a miniature gizzard plant, colored leafed geraniums, episcia
and
such. Then on into my tiny kitchen,
sink and cupboard on north side. A
small drop leaf table under a north
window is filled with a small vine from
Edith, a tiny leafed vine with violet
trumpet flowers and all kinds of cuttings in glass bottles rooting there.
Next, my refrigerator then a west window full of dbl. petunias, rainbow
plant from Loyce, coleus, geraniums,
and up each side of windows-blue and
red Episcia and three kinds of variga ted Hoy a 1 al s o1 a white one and a red
one, some have grown across the windows whichhave spurs on to bloom. Then
a cupboard on the south side, a utility
table, my gas stove, then back through
the breakfast room into my sitting room
Ozark Gardens February 1967
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with big chairs, pedestals, and two
stands, One by the east window and
then the T.V. There is a big bay window on the south side with another
stand and both are full of A.V. Next a
chair and stand with radio, a huge open
doorway with beautiful cut song notes
with wagon wheels above. I have two
hand made fancy bird cages hanging on
each side of this door. Now into my
living room with my fish aquarium, then
a small window in the corner. I have
a stand with a plant full of blue flowers. Then a large bay window with a
built in bench full of A.V., Martha
Washington geraniums, pin~, red, and
white pentas from Mary Boatright, and
two large Amazon lilies. Then sitting
.on the floor in hugh pots and pans are
my two large six ft. banana trees, a
large dbl, red Hibiscus, a pink angel
wing begonia twined around through it
and my pineapple tree. In front of
them is my dav~nport to one side and an
ol8 fashioned piano stool with a bowl
of guppies. Next is another small corner window with pedestal on which a Big
Star oegonia sits from an 0. G. reader and
flower lover Foy Shenander, Then another bowl with fish, a record cabinet
lamp and pictures on top. This brings
us to the door which leads to the front
hall to go either outside or upstairs.
Then a coo-coo clock hangs on the wall
behind my easy chair. In the other
corner a big chair, end tables, and a
smoking stand. Then on through the big
glass french door into my dining room.
Buffet in corner, door to breakfast
room, and a door beside it that leads
into the basement. On the north side
is a window with three layers
of
shelves and a small coffee table under
it. It is full of all kinds of flowers
Episcis beside a black Padodo in bloom,
lettuce leaf begonia, and other kinds,
Pussy ears, large jars of sweat plants,
and lots of cuttings rooting, Then a
little corner window with a canary in
front of it and a stand full of plants.
Next my record player, then a glass
cabinet full of my salt and pepper
shakers, hundreds of them, my pride and
joy! Then another large door opening
with beautiful cut work,
Two,fifty
inch benches, one with a forty-eight
inch white lite and the other one with
a fluorescent lite, These are full of
A.V., gloxinias, and everything that is
very special. There are four tiers by
the north windows, full of Christmas
begonias and dbl. sultanas of all colors. Then a big dresser, a four foot
walnut table under a big bay window
full of A.V., my cedar chest, a chair,
my bookcase bed, a stand, and my sewing
machine. Next time I will take you upstairs. Oh, yes! and a singing canary
between the two flower boxes in my
bedroom.
Please mention OZARK GARDENS when
writing to the advertisers, many
advertise in other papers.
Give
OZARK GARDENS the credit when you
answer the ads in the classified.

'1T SEEMS TO ME"
Ethlyn E. Goff
P.O.Box 923
Dos Falos, Calif. 93620
This might be a good time for me to
tell a bit of my small part
of
this world. I'll admit when I'm confronted with the grass and weeds, the
spring spading and planting , my aching
back and tired bones tell me it isn't
as small as I think. It might be good
if each could tell a bit. of his or her
area so that we might not feel that we
are a failure, plant wise, since ones
doesn't respond as well as someone
writes theirs does. It might make each
feel better, also, to know that all
wasn't hugh cabbages or sweetly perfumed roses-- - that there were cabbage
worms and lack of the ~just right" soil
or a scarcity of water. Someone may
say, "Well, my goodness, how lucky can
you be? That Ethlyn out in Calif. says
she never digs her gladolias or cannas
or takes slips of her geraniums , they
stay out all winter!" It does sound
like a lot less work but if that same
person would change her line of thought
for a moment from geraniums to grass
and weeds she will realize it can pose
some pretty big problems. I almost emvy Hattie Davidson and then comes news
on the radio or she writes of a terrific wind storm ~nd my sympathy goes to
her. My small niche seems a bit be~
ter. I hate wind! I'm like a cat--!
literally spit sparks when the wind
blows and my disposition is no better.
My wrist watch stops. The hair on my
head prickles as though I had tiny grey
visitors. My hair on my arms stand at
attention, straight and stiff and my
car seat bites me! Besides I'm plain
scared of wind. I would bet, however,
that she will take her wind in preferranee to my middle of the summer 10
days to 2 weeks of extremely dry temperatures of 110 deg. plus. It often
happens here. We do have some wind in
the spring but nothing like her storms.
We do have some cold but nothing like
Mary Long or ~~ry Boatright but we do
have days on end of cotton batting
thick, cold fog. Many articles are
Ozark Gardens February 1967
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written on how to mulch and protect
your roses from "winter
heaving."
Sounds like a lot of work to me but I
guess to you it might seem like the
last straw to have to get out on a cold
damp ground in a clammy, dank, drippy
fog and prune all the half h earted
buds and last summers leaves from the
rose bushes so the stupid things will
get a rest and gather strength for next
summer. I may welcome my daffodils in
Feb. while a lot of you are wrapped in
snow drifts but by Memorial Day I may
have trouble finding flowers and you
will have an abundance .
I think we could all ponder Aunt
Susie Q•s remark about their old cow
when she said, " I wish Old Jezebel
could get it through her thick head
that although the clover on the neighbors side of the fence looks greener
and prettier than her grass, it hides
some pretty sassy bees that would soon
and with a vengeance, tell her to keep
her nose out of their business." My
articles may make it sound as if my
clover was greener than yours but underneath there are some stingers! Your
articles may do the same for me until I
stop to think there iay be some ~
~erfect
places but a ways there are
ound to be some draw backs so you must
have problems too.
To me a true Garden Biddie is not the
one who has the first flower or brings
a vegetable to maturity ahead of the
rest of the gardens, or has the most
blue ribbons. She is the one who can
accept that which she can not change
and make the most of it. She is the
one who has the fortitude to grit her ·
teeth and start all over after the havoc of an extra cold winter or a terrible wind and hail storm or a highway
project displacement. She is the one
who can make the most of her garden efforts in what little time she has from
other more pressing duties. She is the
one WRO is not afraid of hard work and
who loves the feel of soil on her bare
hands. She is the one who has problems
or failures and admits them. She is
the one who can laugh in the face of
disaster and it happens in gardens many
times and in the most unexpected ways.
Cats in the greenhouse , dogs, gophers,
a stray flock of sheep, or an old sow
and her brood we rather expect. It is
the "never before" and probably "never
again" kind which can be very upsetting
or funny. You alone have the choice. I
shall never forget the time I went out
to check on some tiny, choice seedlings
I had carefully set out only to find
nearly all dead from drying out. My
ne~lect?
No! Well, perhaps indirectl~
as I had forgotten that on THAT exac•
spot was where a rather large squash
had deteriorated the fall before. I
could have cried except that the few
remaining alive looked just like a little boy saying, "Look Mommy, no hands!"
as they rode jauntily atop hugh squash
seedlings that had pushed up the night
Cont'd on page 33

WESTERN
NOTES
By Cactus Pappy
114 Natal Way
Vista, Calif.
Christmas day it is, and a nice warm
sunny day. When I listen to my transistor radio and hear of the cold and
snow back east, I thank the Good Lord I
can live in this wonderful climate. My
cactus and succulents out in the ground
beds are green and nice and some of the
stapeliae are in bloom. In the shade
house my begonias are in bloom and such
pretty foliage. Everything in the enclosed patio also looking fine.
Our good friends Wally and Virginia
Watchorn, the begonia growers over in
Oceanside, brought me a lovely new begonia plant. It is a new importation
with deep serated leaves with a satin
sheen to it and with white spots on it.
I'm so proud of it.
We received one hundred and fifteen
Christmas cards from all over the u.s.
and the many nice notes in them made me
so happy and eo many said Pappy please
do keep on writing for the O.G. fnr we
feel as though we know you and each
month read of your ramblings with much
enjoyment. Well folks, as long as I
can hit the keys on the typewriter and
the good Editor wants these notes I'll
keep them coming. Thank you all dear
folks for your wonderful and much enjoyed Holiday gre.etings.
I wish I could take you all for a
ride down the coast route thru Carlsbad
as I'm sure you would think you were
passing through the Red Sea, but it is
only the four hundred acres of Christmas poinsettas of the Paul Ecke grower,
as he is king of the Poinsettas. A
friend brought us a large bouquet of
these Christmas flowers and we have
learned a new way to keep them. Cut
them and plunge the stems into boiling
water for thre e minutes then emerse the
stems in about three inches of liquid
detergent. Let them soak for a few
hours then place them in cold water and
they will keep well this way.
Of
course, you know these plants have been
grown out doors in the cool air or in a
cool greenhouse, so if you bring them
in a warm house the leaves will soon
d+op, but at night set them in a cool
room.
Later on there will be acres upon
acr~s of Gladiolas grown down the coast
and also carnations which I like eo
well. The modern florist now a days

gets the white ones and sprays a liquid
color on them to the desired shade they
want. Also the Mums now are so pretty,
as the growers grow them under shaded
conditione of light. They have them
blooming in pots the year roUDd, while
just a very few years ago they were a
fall blooming plant then stuck around
till next fall to bloom again. They
take the blooming tips and root them
with three or four plants in a pot and
such a blaze of color they make.
I'll have the pleasure of meeting
with the Garden Club of the Golden Age
club in Oceanside on the 23rd of Jan.
This club was organized three months
ago and now has forty-five members,
all oldeetere, but very much interested
in gardening.
For my gardening friends this year I
made about forty donkey carts and miniature coffee grinders. I put succulent
in them with a bright Christmas ball,
T~ey were much admired.
At our big
cactus club party I presented each of
the new officers with a donkey cart.
We re-elected the same officers this
year and as I installed them last year,
this year I lined them up starting with
the president by telling them that they
worked like a mule all last year to
make this large club grow.
So I'm
presenting you with a little donkey to
keep up the good work for this year.
There were one hundred and eight at
this Christmas party. Besides the nice
plants given each member, we were givens
by the hosteee,a nice piece of Cactus
candy nicely tied up Christmassy looking with a spray of some succulent tied
in with it. Wonderful refreshments and
such a nice time was had by all.
Here in Vista we have four large commercial cactus nurseries and I hear of
seven acres being bought to start a
large cactus nursery. So we don't have
to go very far to get any specimen that
we desire.
Nice Christmas greeting from Daisy
Austin, the Mrs. Begonia writer for O.G
and she will soon be living down this
way,
I wish for all of you good readers a
Happy, Healthy, and Prosperous
New
Year. God love you all. Vaya con dioe.
JOIN THE NEW SOCIETY FOR THOSE WHO GROW
UNDER LIGHTS. SEED FUND! ROUND ROBINS!
LIBRARY! BULLETIN! Six picture and in•
formation filled issues per year. Regular Membership - 14.00 per year. Contributing Membership - $6.00 per year
Add $1,00 to either for joint husband
and wife membership with one copy of
bulletin to be sent. INDOOR LIGHT GAR:DENING SOCIETY OF AMERICA INC., Mrs.
Robert Washburn, Box 39, Chippewa Lake,
Ohio 44215.

*************************************
COUNTRY WORLD
The magazine of Small Town America
featuring flowers, gardening, nature
and "Martha Hoffman Seed Exchange"
Sample 30¢; $1, 50 per year. R2,Box
100G, Carmi, Ill. 62821
-A-*************************************

FIower Ranch News

Columbus. So the white man learned about them even before he became acquainted with the white Potatoe. Spanish explorers are said to have introduced the sweet Potatoe to Europe. The
present day largest crop of the misnamed Yam are grown in North Carolina.
Hundreds of carloads are shipped out
each year. The drier light ·meated
sweet Potatoe is a large crop annually
in New Jersey with smaller shipping
from Maryland to Virginia. Sweet Potatoe is a member of the Morning glory
family, botanically it is Ipomoea batatas. Another time I will write about
the TRUE Yam. This is by name Dioscor-ea and there are many specie, some eatable.

MRS. HATTIE H. DAVIDSON
Rt. 1, Box 20'4
West Palm Beach, Fla.

At this writing it is mid-December.
The air is cool and very clear. In
other parts of this land, it rains,
snows and other disagreeable winter
weather prevails. We feel that our 45
to _50 degree temperatures during the
night is not too bad. In the daytime
the thermometer climbs up at least 25
degrees higher and when the cool spell
passes over, the nights stay much warmer, too.
Most of the plants and trees are
resting, a few are deciduous and those
IT PAYS ~0 ADVERTISE IN OG
which are evergreen do shed a few
If you want to buy or sell,
leaves. Some are bare for only a week
Take this wort from the wise.
or two, while some shed lightly all
Just put an ad in OG
thru the year. At present our three
It pays to advertise.
Bauhinia blakeana once again display
their attractive blooms. The flowering
I needed hops, seed or vine.
process continues until early March,
I wanted to bake bread.
showing the deep purple orchid-like
I put an ad in OG
flowers. Sometimes the ground beneath
Across the country the word spread.
is colored with fallen petals.
Down here in December the Mango trees
Did I find hops? well, I'll say
also start their winter blooming perHops, vine and seed.
iod. Often in a cold snap no fruit
Offers to sell, trade or give.
will set so then the tree puts on anI'm blessed with hops, indeed.
other show of flowers. A hard rain or
blow of winter wind will also destroy
When I'm baking bread this winter,
the embryo fruit. We have known Mango
I'll have fond memories of OG
to blossom three times in order to
From 10 states I've had letters
make a crop of fruit for the following
From folks, just like me.
summer.
Speaking of crops ••• we had a pleasant
So if you want to buy, sell or
surprise back in November. Sometime
trade,
last spring, I buried a few pieces of
An ad in OG will do the trick.
Sweet Potatoe near the wood shaving
Everyone reads the ads and
pile. At times during the summer I
You'll get an answer, real quick.
noticed that Sweet Potatoe plants were
growing but we paid no attention to
Leila Davisson
them. It was early in November when
the runners from these
plants had
spread out to a large area t·ha t we decided to pull them up. To our amazement, and pleasure, all vines were atMeet Our Contributor cont'd from page5
tached to sweet potatoes.
Then we
carefully dug these up. There were ten
pounds in all, some small but mostly of
The next spring we set out some fruit
a good size. They were good eating and trees and had our first vegetable garwe thought superior to any we could get sen. We made many mistakes setting
in the grocery store.
shrubs and evergreens too close.
We
Now some information about sweet po- had another son and it was some time
tatoes. Naming the mellow orange vari- before I had much of a rock garden. The
ety1 Yams is entirely wrong.
Many fjrst book I read on rock gardens was
years ago I had been told that only the Archie Thornton 's, Rock Garden Pr {mer.
light colored kind was a sweet Potatoe
The years passed so quickly. There
and that the deep orange-yellow colored were so many things that I would liked
ones were Yams. The latter is grown in to have done. I think our most interthe south almost exclusively.
When esting pet was a woodchuck or groundho~
cooked they are moist,while the sweet Our most loved pet, our cocker spanie~
Potatoe grown elsewhere is more dry in Taffy ,is now sleeping by the pool with a
texture and much lighter in color. This granite marker. I have a woodland garwell known tuber is native to the Am- den, and now that my husband is retired
ericas, there being records found about we shall spend some time in collecting
them dating back to the 4th voyage of. native plants. Our 21 acres is full
with evergreen trees, shrubs, an_d "MY
ROCK GARDEN~
Ozark Gardens February 1967
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,'?a~ a~7n!':~J~~J,Co~f.d~~ ]:
Echinocereus viridiflorus
Just out of curosi ty- I looked up
this species in several of my cactus
books. Was somewhat less than amused
to find that only Colorado Cacti lists
it as one of our natives. Even Dr.
Boissevain gives it little consideration and considered it not too numerous, whereas my experience is 3 it ranks
next to the Pediocactus in numbers as
it is found on the high plains and on
into Kansas, south into Texas and New
Mexico, north into South Dakota and Wyoming, but believe the barrier of the
continental divide
prevents natural
spreading further west, Each of these
botanists and authors considered it
"varible" in that there are . many forms.
They should have placed emphasis
on
this last statement as I know of
no
other small cactus that can be found in
so many forms. All of these writers
fail to identify it with the mountains.
Dr. Boissevain does mention it as growing in the foot hills. Perhaps I may
be a minority of one to have found them
growing abundantly at an approximate
elevation of 9500 feet, eastern slope.
It is true at this elevation they are
smaller and less complex of form than I
find them in other, and more favorable
locations. Clusters are confined to
three or four stems, but spinal armament is varied, some with and some with
out the central on each areole. Spine
color varies also from straw color to
variegated grey and red. Along side
this particular location I find Pediocactus Simpsonii var. Simpsonii, Opuntia Scherwiniena (of many sized pads
and spinal armament and Yucca glauca.
It is a wind swept comparatively level
ridge with pinon trees, alpine ferns
and other high elevation vegetation.
Botanical description may be of interest to some. Stems globular to oval
sometimes elongated or almost cylinder
dark green with about 13 low obtuse
ribs and ~longated areoles. Radical
(spines) about 15, stiff with or without centrals, which when present may be
1 to 3. Flowers are borne at the sides
chartreuse with darker mid ribs. The
flowers begin opening early in spring
before the Pediocactus have completed
blossoming and may be found as late as
September, weather being the deciding
factor. It is seldom from earl y spring ·
until early autumn I can go into the
garden without findin~ at least a few
in bloom,
Ozark Gardens February 1967

Common name: Hen and chickens or
sometimes Colorado rainbow.
It appears closely allied with its
more southernly relative, Echino chloranthus. The differences I notice when
growing side by side, the later is more
cylindrical and grows much taller, and
seldom if ever clusters. Plowers too
are different, but only in color,chloranthus having a somewhat mohogany color
with darker mid stripe, Also it varies
greatly as to spinal formation and color. They are quite hardy to our sub
zero winters, both enjoy good drainage,
My favorite Echino chloranthus was
growing quite well on a clay soil slope
with little else than the slope for
drainage, It has grown to a fat, sassy
9 inch plant when a devastiating hail
storm struck. My glass house plants
were outside and a complete shambles
(not to mention our window and door
screens, glass panes, drapes and alas
roofs and the family car). I ran to exa~ine
this plant. It seemed to have
escaped injury, not a spot of damage,
unbelievable, but how relieve d! Only
wait, a few days later it had lost its
healthy color and was evidently near
collapse. Upon examination I discovered a hail stone had struck exact
center of apex and had traveled thru
the heart of the plant to its roots.
Sometimes I believe it is an error t~
have "favorites" in a commercial garden! Nine times out of ten, that one
is the very plant a visitor "simply
must have." And if I ao not sell, they
go away aggrieved!
I do not stock E. Chloranthus as it
is considered near extinction. My "one
and only" plant I have had for sometime. Seed is possibly cross pollinated with nearby
E.
viridiflorus.
Friends near here in their cactus garden had what appeared to be taller
stems than normal on Echino viridiflorus. Again the following year I saw the
plant and did a "double take". It
sprouted a seed pod near the apex of a
stem that could only have grown on E.
caepitosus, Upon being told where they
had collected it {east of Ordway) I
stopped by one time. I found no plant
similar but did see some Echino viridiflorus, so I have wondered did the E.
Caepitosus and E. viridiflorus cross to
proauce this one "different" plant? Incidently Echino caepitosus is our "purple candle", a plant with large purple
flowers. Instead of the small dry seed
of the E. viridiflorus, it had produced
fairly large fruity (edible) seed pod.
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Rustic

Feed er

A favorite of Chickadees,
Nuthatches,
Woodpeckers,
etc.Copper hardware, Craft
finish,Seed & Suet filled,
Gift boxed S3.25,4 refills
S3.50-both S6.50.Free house & feeder
circular. DEALERS WANTED.
EARL DOUGLASS--De t . O--Red Creek , N.Y.

'~CTUS Tidbits
. T.C.Leopold-R.D.1,Box 227
Fairview,Pa.16415

Welcome to the "Wonderful World of
Cacti" for February.
The days are
growing longer and this stimulates our
desire to do more in our hobby. I want
to say as I have many times, this column is slanted towards the beginner who
loves cacti and other succulents.
Feb. is not wanting for excitement
in the cactus collection, because you
will soon see new spines and tiny tuffs
telling you that spring is close at
hand. Inspect your plants for insects
and shriveling. The most dreaded insect, I think to infest a window sill
collection is mealy bug.
They are
white in color and feed upon the plants
keeping
themselves down in the crevice of the plants. They may be only a
few in number but will in no time about
cover a cactus. They are easily gotten
rid of by taking a bit of cotton and
twisting around a pencil or some similar object, dipping the cotton into
rubbing alcohol and touching the mealy
with the alcohol. The alcohol is poison to them and will stop them at once.
In a few days the mealy bug will have
dried and decomposed, it then can be
removed from the plant with a toothpick
or some other small object. The most
dreaded part of mealy bugs is the fact
that they start in the root ball and
soil before you will find it on the top
side of your plant. If you find or
have found mealy bugs on your plants be
sure to inspect the soil and root ball.
Remove the plant from its container and
look closely for small white insects.
If you should find them in the soil I
would suggest you remove all the soil
from the roots. This is done very
quickly by holding the plant under a
stream of water and all the soil will
wash off leaving the roots nice and
clean. The plant can become completely
free of insects now that the root system is exposed • . Treating with alcohol
will rid the roots of mealies. If you
find it necessary to do what I have
just mentioned, to wash the roots etc.
free from soil, do not replant this
plant in soil for -at -reast 4 days to
let the broken roots become healed or
callused over. A broken cactus root
will not take up water but will rot if
placed in moisture. After the 4 days
of drying are over you may replant as
it was, only be · sure you use sterilized
soil. I cannot over emphasize the need
to use only sterilized soil for your
plants. Soil taken near a prennial
flower bed is full of mealie bugs and
if you do not sterilize your soil you
will plant the cactus right into trouble. Good loose garden soil is good,but
you will gather up nematodes in this
soil and that is sure death to any cactus. My first advice to a beginner is
always use sterilized soil, it is very
Ozark Gardens February 1967

easy to add nutrients to your plant as .
you water it. I should knock on wood
I suppose, but I never have mealy bugs
in my collection. Twice a year I water
my cactus with Malathion in the water,
making sure the root ball has become
completely soaked with the malathion
solution. Many people are against insecticides, I am not against them if
used according to directions.
Malathion should be used only in a
well ventilated space and avoid the
fumes as it has a phosphate ingredient
which is harmful if not used properly.
Used out of doors all you need to do in
order to rid your plants of mealies is
to mix the malathion in water and sit
the plant in this mixture letting the
soil and root ball become completely
soaked then wash the top of the cactus
with the same water.
If signs of drying or shriveling are
noticed in any of your plants they must
be watered or will suffer root loss and
the plant may die. If your plants are
in a cool or cold position and signs of
drying up are noticed, give them water
and be sure to place them where it is
warm so the soil will become dry again.
If watered and you leave them in a cold
room, trouble you will have.
Rest! How long should a cactus rest?
Have you ever wondered about this? I
have and next month I would like to
voice my opinion on this subject. Do
all cactus need the same length of time
to rest? I do not think that they do.
If you have a cactus wanting to grow
now and buds are showing, bring it to a
warm sunny window, give it some water,
and enjoy it! The Rebutias and Echinopsis are much earlier than some of the
other kinds. Why hold them back if
they should decide to want to bloom for
you in early spring? Lola Williams
from Bend, Oregon wrote saying that her
pink Echinopsis hybrid has 10 buds on
it . Frances Anderson,
Russell, Pa.
mentioned that many of her Rebutia
plants are showing buds also.
Evalena Crews of Siloam Springs, Ark.
has sent in a question. I cannot come
up with the answer to this one, if one
of you readers have this cactus and hav:e
flowered it successfully do write to me
telling me how you care for it, its
habits, amount of water given and etc.
Her problem is this, as she wrote it.
"How does one flower Echinopsis polyancistra?" She goes on to say, "For the
last three years mine has had from one
to five buds on it, beautiful black
velvety ones, from i to one inch long .
There they sit until dried and fall off
the next spring." How about some reader response on thi~ question. There
are scores of cactus readers with years
of experience on this subject, lets
hear your thought on this. We will
print as many as possible that write.
Until next month, watch, you will soon
see blooms from the "Wonderful World of
Cacti,"
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"THE 'GOURD OF THE MD NTH"
BY~

Fae Hecht
27 N1!w York Ave.
Congers, N.Y. 10920

GOURD OF THE MONTH-10th COMMANDMENT
During the next few months the gourd
of the month will be featured. Since
most of the requests this month were
for information on the 10th commandment
I'm starting with this one. The 10th
Commandment sometime.s called Finger or
Crown of Thorns gourd is a most unusual
type. Its 10 prongs or fingers which
project from the gourd become hollow
when gourd is dried out. This specie
of the Ornamental bears the beautiful
yellow flower and is a white gourd.
Like other white gourds if not harvested soon after maturity, color changes
to cream or beige. The odd shapes
which appear from the finger type seeds
are many and may not even be the finger
type. The ridges are more pronounced
in some while in others may be
very
faint. As the bees cross pollinate the
flowers, in order to secure the true
10th commandment gourd, try planting
these seeds in another part of the
garden away from the other gourd beds.
Seeds are not easy to come by. Had
not grown this type in years so you can
imagine my delight when Mrs. Strandberg
of Congers, N.Y. presented me with two
10th Commandment gourds last
year.
Knowin~ of my interest in gourds she is
ever on the lookout for some unusual
type and has been very helpful.
Another reader,
Len
Mirzwick of
Healdsburg, Calif. has been trying to
locate seed for this specie for more
than 10 years. He enclosed a postal
card dated 1954 which he received. It
reads in part: "We raised the Ten Commandment gourds prior to World War two
but during my service of about four
years therein, my parents lost or misplaced the seed. I am making every effort to locate a new start of them and
am filing your card (alon~ with about
40 others I have received) and if and
when I do obtain some, I shall contact
you again." P.S, Mr. Mirzwick never
heard fro m him again.
If I receive a stamped addressed envelope I will send free seeds for the
10th Commandment gourd, as long as they
last. Six seeds to a reader should be
Ozark Gardens February 1967

sufficient since gourds are monoecious,
both the male (staminate) and female
(pistillate) flowers grow on the same
vine. One seed can produce quite a
harvest. Our Gourd Advertiser,
w.c.
Densmore of Tenn., sent along a price
list which contains a good selection
of gourd seeds. (Didn't see the 10th
Com. on his list.)
Bonnie Roberson (Mary's Garden) was
interested in learning whether this
gourd bore any Biblical significance.
As far as I've been able to discover,
there is none. The gourd derives its
name from the 10 prongs or fingers
which are very prominent. This gourd
attracts the religiously inclined gardener because he identifies the 10
prongs with the Biblical Ten Commandments and the center peak with Mount
Sinai.
SEEDS
Seeds are many things, but everything
about seeds, their numbers and forms
and structures, has a bearing on their
main purpose, to insure continuing life
and to insure survival of plants. Most
kinds of seeds will live considerably
longer than the time from one growing
season to the next if their surrounding
is not too extreme for their respective
characteristics. Some seeds normally
keep alive under na~ural conditions above ground only a year or two. Others
can keep alive for a score of years or
more. Many kinds of seeds remain dormant, fail to grow upon planting, for a
while after separation from the mother
plant. The length of the dormancy and
the nature of the delaying mechanism
differ greatly among species and varieties. Dormancy that is due to waterresistant (hard) seedcoats may last for
years, until enough water has soaked
into the seed for it to germinate. Tiny
nicks or scratches in the seedcoat will
permi t water to enter, thus breaking
the dormancy. Seeds must be dried if
their processing and storage are to be
satisfactory. People always have dried
seeds, in former times by the heat of
the sun and now by artificial means, as
well. Drying basically is simply the
evaporation of moisture. P.S, The 1961
Yearbook of Agriculture "Seeds" was
used as reference. Many of my gourd
seeds have proved viable even after 5
years. These were the seeds which remained in the dried gourd which was
not opened. It is a good idea to soak
the hard-shelled gourd seeds over night
thereby hastening seed germination.
UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES
DAYS TO REMEMBER
"All roads in Congers, Sunday afternoon lead to Pae Hecht's 'Open House'
in the Gourd Garden. Visitors came ~Y
foot, car via the Tappan Zee Bridge,
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Cont'd on next page

"10th COMMANDMENT GOURD"-Photo credit, Fae Hecht.
I have two hobbies to carry me thru
Palisades Parkway and Routes 303 and 9W
Green thumbs from Rockland County, New out the year. Summer I have a gar~en
Jersey, Conn., New York City, Westches- (just to improve my lot) and in the
ter, Long Island, Newburgh and Ithaca, winter my hobby is stamping. I have
eager to learn about the culture and been a collector for over 60 years. The
decoration of Gourds, didn't let dis- last year or so I have come across covtance stop them from coming. As is us- ers (envelopes) and postal cards postual, in most undertakings something marked before 1900 and up to 1920 and
goes wrong at the last minute. Two the post office closed and placed on
days before the opening, several demon- rural route. These are called GHOST
Some elderly
people
strators found they would be unable to post offices,
help out, An S,O,S, to Explorer Post saved these and attics are full, When
29 and Girl Scout Troop 4, saved the they pass away relatives BURN them not
day, The Explorers and Girl Scouts knowing HISTORY may be connected with
served as demonstrators and ushers, The some of them, My advice is to get in
show was well received and judging from touch with your LOCAL Historical Societhe questions asked, many gardens will ty before burning, or a stamp collector
be overrun by gourds next summer." The will advise. I am a member of ATA
above are the opening paragraphs of an (American Topical Association) #1827
article which appeared in my local pa- who collects by topics, i .e., ships .
flowers . animals .
per, *August 1960, A notice in the New religion, horses,
York Herald Tribune (Sunday Garden Sec- famous women or men, Americana, yes
tion) brought the crowd out. What was hundreds of topics , One can learn more
3ven more remarkable was the fact that about a country by collecting their
these guides and ushers were briefed stampe than any other method, If you
only 15 minutes before the show and want to "start collecting" send stamped
they were wonderful . This was before envelope, self addressed. for reply .
the drought years, when harvest was Start with our own UNITED STATES, make
bountiful and the various sizes, shapes a collection and send to pen pals over
and colors of the gourds were a sight seas and make an exchange , UNITED NATIONS are collected by many. HARRY 0.
to behold.
WILLIAMS, 2424 Manford St., Ft. Wayne,
Ind. 46806
Rockland County Journal News*

I
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BIRTHDAY CLUB
HOLLOW-LOG BIRD HOUSES, Blue
i~ds-Swallows-etc hunt
ural nest sites. Erect
uine HOLLOW-LOG house
welcome their return.
them nest. then feed
young seeds and insects.
size 2.90-Bluebird 13.50 Ppd.
wanted-FREE BROCHURE. EARL DOUGLAS
Red Creek N.Y. 1

MAKE BIRTHDAYS more fun by joining
JG's Birthday Club. Shower honorees
with cards, letters or items of the
hobby interests. The club is open
free of charge to all sg9fc;;;ber!!
ALBERT REINARTZ. 506 Simmons, S.E.,
Huron, So. Dak. 57350 BDJan. 16,1904
Hobby is gardening.

When answering ads, please mention
OZARK GARDENS

A Wonderful Birthday GIFT any time of
the year would be a Subscription to
Ozark Gardens. Send your Flower Friend
a GIFT that will last for a full year
only S2.50.BD card will be sent.
MRS. J.W. WAYCASTER, Rt.2, Bo~ 84,
Dillwyn, Va. 23936. BD Feb. 3, 1901.
Interests are gardening, flowers of
all kinds.

IF YOU PLAN
TO GARDEN ....
you need

PARK1 5 FREE

~·=.:,::"'
It contains over 3,000 varietie~ (many new
and exclusive), germination l.lbl•s. "How
To" information, as well as many new
gardening methods for a scientific, controlled approach to gardening, grow your
vegetables and flowers the "l'lrk Way.''

FLOWER BOOK

Sinc:e 1868, Geo. W. l'lrll Seed Co. has
been associated with the world's finest
growers. Each type of seed is grown in
the climate where uch does best-North
or South, you can count on l'lrllseed!
SEND FOR PARK'S nOWER BOOK-TODAY

GEO. W. PARK SEED CO.

GREENWOOD 374. S.C.

29646

MaS. LAURA CLOWES. 2828 W 4th Ave.,
Denver, Colo. 80219 BD Feb. 19, 1906.
Interests are plants but especially
those sui ted· to pots or rock garden .
Have many cacti, geraniums and begonias. Would like to exchange or
just have lette~s.
FRANCES CHRISTOPHER, 1416 RobinwoQd
Dr., Port Worth, Tex. 76111 BD Feb.B,
Interests are herbs, both
seeds,
plants and recipes. Different multiplying onions, and old time vegetable seed seldom found in present day
seed catalogs.
MRS. MARIE SANTOS, 53 Covert Ave. So.,
!Elmont, N.Y. 11003 BD Jan. 9, 1921.
I enjoy all plants but favor carnivorous and cacti plants.
MRS. FERN McMILLEN, 1262 Newbury Rd.,
#11, Newbury Park, Calif. 91320 BD Feb
24, 1899. Wed. Aniv. Mar. 3. Intereats are flowers, birds, people and
God.
EVALENA CREWS, 206 E.
Jefferson,
Siloam Springs, Ark. 72761 BD Feb. 15,
1893. Interests flowers and cacti.
MRS. WALTER WILLIAMS, 1101 Cathe.rine
St. Wauhesha, Wis. 53186 BD Feb. 14,
1895. Hobbies are houseplants
and
cacti of which I don't have many and
S.P. sets. Have 375 pre. also crochet
afghans.

Mrs. Martin Gnadt, Alma Kansas. Many of
you p~chased cacti from Mrs. Gnadt,and
we would like you to meet her.

NOTICE

D

II' THERE IS AN X in THE BOX, your subscription expires this month. RENEW ~
day. Ozark Gardens needs you.
Ozark Gardens FebruarJ 1967
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ROSE T. MERKLEY, Rt.3, Huntingburg,
Ind. 47542 BD Feb. 23, 1926. I·'m especially interested in obtaining hardy
outdoor cacti and succulents, iris and
bulb type flowers. I have pot plants
and some outdoor flowers for exchange
with others when time permits.

BEAUTY FOR YOUR GARDEN
Mae Deea, Rt.1 Coldwater, Mo.63934

It is rather bad when one gets too
busy to care for the i r treasures properly, That is what has happened to my
hybrid Iris. Many friends from a distance have swapped with me a named iris
for some wild flower of the Ozarks, I
planted the 1r1s carefully and kept
stakes with names on them beside my iris. Then the plants kept multiplying
until they ran into each other and now
they are crowded unti l I can not tell
where Glamour Girl leaves off and Pink
Cloud begins, so my beautiful expensive
1r1s patch has grown into "The Iris
Jungle."
Right now I am planning to take the
plants apart as soon as they finish
blooming as I have been making a fill
from a low place. This fill i .a going
to become "Wild Iris Mountain" and a l l
these plants will be turned loose to
grow at will. I have plans for a little pool and I am sure the dry spring
will come back at the foot of the mountain because I have buried big rocks
to hold the rain as it soaks into the
mountain. Then I can make a little
rustic bridge like the one shown in the
Harvest issue that was pictured by Cactus Pappy in his write up. I once had
the little spring flowing but the goat
ate the bark from the huge plum tree
that shaded it and stored water in the
tree's root system. Now that I have
no goats and have built myself a mountain, I am anxious for the spr i ng rains
to star t my spri ng to flow again.
The tree, of course, died but I have
several young saplings of s assafras,
hackberry, bl ack oaks, and some cedars
growing to hold the bank and store
water, I will spade up the old iris
patch and grow some cabbage s or onions
there for a change and as I collect new
iris, I will put them in a new place
nearer my cabin. Right now my cabin
looks lonely but is beautiful in a cold
down to earth way and it makes me wish
Ozark Gardens February 1967
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I could be out there writing and s tudying. But I am writing among my birds
as the
feeders are just outside the
k itchen windows and I am seated inside
within inches of the l ittle chickadees,
juncoes, c a rdinals, sparrows, finches,
bluejavs, mocking birds, and others. I
am so thankful for all your beautiful
cards and letters and bir thday greetings. I love you all.

MR. GROUND HOG
Oh say, you wily creature
Are you today's head feature;
And will you see your shadow in the
snow?
One never knows the answer
You furry necromancer,
Until Sir Ground Hog leta us know.
Since you are oft campaigning
Your fame, alas, is gaining,
By leaps and bounds in every well
known state,
Predictions often vary
This day of February
and argume nts about it ne'er abate!
So while you're hibernating,
You're very fascinating
And we will look with anxious eyes
for you
If you don't see your shadow,
Call me a desperado,
But I'll still l ove you, Sir Ground
Hog.
How are you?
Louise M. Christoph

Ozarlt Gardens will acce-pt black and
white photos for fu~ure use. If .you
have a photo you would like other people to see,send them in.I! you want your photo returned please incluo.d postage.

Dr. John Bechtel, 121 Waterloo Road
Kowloon Tong, Hong Kong
M.B.H.U., Eng., A.M.I.H., India
MACAU
"The City of Gardens and Trees"
During the past few weeks all branches of news media have been carrying articles about the Portuguese Overseas
Province of Macau, which lies some 50
miles due west of Hong Kong at the
mouth of the Pearl River. Unfortunately the news that brought Macau into the
limelight was the series of riots and
destructive results that followed the
Red Chinese uprising in the colony that
has gained the name,"The Monte Carlo of
the Far East." What the future holds
for Macau is hard to forecast, but my
idea in writing this column is not to
touch upon the political angle, but
rather to describe the city that was
founded over four centuries ago.
It was my privilege to make my first
trip to Macau over 30 years ago. Leaving Hong Kong on board a British steamer, the 50 mile journey was covered in
about three hours of pleasant, calm
sailing. As soon as you went ashore
you found that Macau had retained the
Old World atmosphere. Although I know
that readers of Ozark Gardens are not
particularly interested in the "Monte
Carlo" atmosphere, yet it should be
noted that Macau was and is famous for
its gambling casinos, greyhound racing,
and Spanish Bullfight Shows in which
El . Bambero Terero and His Bullfighters
are featured and the Grand Prix which
is run off every year.
There are other points of interest,
however, that are more along our line.
A majestic Roman Catholic Cathedral,
which was built hundreds of years ago,
mysterious Chinese te~ples ,
ancient
forts, and wide tree-lined boulevards
and winding narrow
cobbled
stone
streets, reminiscent of Medieval Europe
mingled with celestial China.
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Two very interesting places visited
by many is the Barrier Gate which
marks the boundary dividing line between the Portuguese and
Communist
Chinese territories. The other point
of interest for Americans at least,is
the "KUAN YIN" Temple, which was the
scene of the signing of the first treaty between China and the United States.
Although we could use up much space
describing the quaint colony, I know
that it is the Flora o~ Macau that will
interest our readers most. The beauty
of Macau may be judged by its gardens
and walks, where the pedestrian may
roam at peace, compared with the •rat
race" pace that is followed in most
cities, it is a great relief to wander
around really enjoying the gardens.
CAMOENS GARDEN with its masses of
banyan trees, ferns, shrubs and flowers
was the secluded spot chosen by the
great Portuguese poet to meditate and
compose the poems that have made him
famous. Even a brief stop in these
gardens will make it plain why the poet
received his insp.i ration.
PING TAU FA YOEN is even of greater
attraction to the seeker of nature's
works. Here~ there is an abundance of
blossoms and flowers of many varieties.
Shady, winding walks stretch out in· all
directions and one is impressed with
the cleanliness and peace of this charming spot. No ugly signs, exhorting
the public to "Keep Your City Clean",no
litter bins overflowing with discarded
"Dixie Cups", etc., just an unspoiled
scene of tranquility.
GUIA LIGHTHOUSE and MADEIRA PARK are
two other places worthy a visit. After
climbing the slopes of Guia Hill, a few
minutes of rest will be welcome before
visiting the lighthouse, which is the
oldest lighthouse on the shores of the
South China Sea. It was the first
guiding light for mariners to be erected along the coast of China. I~ is
understandable why the first lighthouse
was erected on the Colony of Macau. For
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CHRYSANTHEMUM IN HONGKONG (All the blossoms are on ONE MAIN STEM. If you lool(
closely you can see the main stem in the middle . The two wooden uprights that
appear on either side are the supports of the framework, but are NOT part
of
the p l ant,) This, by the way, fs a Medium Sized Plant, there are some
that
are much bigger and have many more blossoms .
the Portuguese have a long history of
That the Portuguese are lovers
of
maritime journeys and exploits of ex- flora is not only seen in Macau, but in
ploration. Just as the Lighthouse must 1942 when I visited Louranco Margues
have been a welcome sight to the . Port- the capital of Mozambique in Portuguese
uguese Captain s tanding on the bridge East Africa, I found the same to be
of his vessel, likewise, the gardens true. The city is one series of beaunow standing on the spot are a welcome tiful, spacious gardens and parks, but,
sight to those interested in flora.
of course, the flora is tropical. As a
VASCO DA GAMA GARDEN, and the avenue civilian prisoner of war brought from
named after the famous Portuguese ex- Hong Kong to the neutral port of Lourplorer are a "must" on the itinerary of enco Marques in East Africa, I had the
the lover of nature, for here stalwart, priviledge of spending several days in
majestic trees form a background for a the African colony. In addition to bemonument that was erected in 1864,which ing freed from an Interment Camp, it
commemorates the victory over the Dutch was wonderful to visit the parks and
in 1622. This section of Macau is gardens of Lourenco Marques .
known as the Field of Victory.
From East Africa our ship the GripsAs would be expected, not too far holm, sailed around the Cape to the
from the Field of Victory on the Praia Portuguese possession of Brazil. Here
Grande is the GARDEN OF REMEMBRANCE, again we were anthralled by the beauty
dedicated to the Portuguese who gav.e of the gardens and parks in Rio De Jantheir lives for their country in World iero, South America. There can
be
War I. The excutive offices of the no ques·tion but that the Portuguese are
Governor of Macau is also surrounded lovers of flora and they have truly
with gardens of gaily colored flower made Macau a "City of Gardens and
pots and grass plots, velv.ety green and Trees."
wavy.
On one occasion, in the last century,
The setting of the Macau Governor's the Gover nor of Hong Kong visited Maresidence is graced with a number of cau. Included in his tour of the beauanqient, knarled bayan trees. One maj- tiful city was a stop at the ruins of
·estic tree is not only exceptionally of an old Cathedral, which was built many
great size, but it is encased by myriad years ago. Unfortunately, because of
of "creepers" which have spread to the typhoons and fire, only the beautiful
rocks in the vicinity and have lovingly front facade of the old cathedral is
stretched out their fingers and wrapped standing. On the very top of the ruins
themselves around the stones. The gar- of the cathedral stands an iron cross.
den is just aglow with flowers.
Perched above the ruins of the building
Tired and perhaps footsore, the weary the smybol of Christianity stands there
visitor wends his way back to the as a witness. Inspired by the cross,
Steamer, or climbs into a tri-cycle the Governor wrote the words of a hymn
peddled by a Chinese cyclist and for 20 that has been passed down to this gencents (U.S. Currency) is whirled off to eration. The words are:
the wharf. Before long the moan of the "In the Cross of Christ I glory,
ships whistle warns all and sundry that
Towering o'er the wrecks of time;
she is about to waddle back to Hong
All the light of sacred story,
Kong.
_ _Gathers 'round its head sublime."
17
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Gerald A. Sausaman, Box 126, Albright, w. Va. 26519
I have recently been examining some
Since daylight is sometimes not conof the wealth of material that the u.s.
stant, indoors light was used so that
Dept. of Agriculture has published for the inte.n si ty could be more c ompletely
we gardeners. It is truly a wealth control led. From 1945 on, science has
of information and these
bulletins believed that red is the color of light
should be in every light grower's lib- that is, the portion of white light
rary.
which p~oduces the growth fluctuations.
From information proved by the Crops It was through the testing to prove
Research Division and the Soi l and Wa- that the red light was the important
ter Conservation Research Divis i on of factor that scientists began to think
the Agricultural Research Servi ce, ARS about the response mechanisms of the
# 22-64, Plant Light Growth Di scove r- plant. All plants res~ond to the same
ies From PhOtOperiodism to Phy to chrome wave leng ths of light tthe red part of
was compiled. With the belief that we
the spectrum) hence there had to be
are now controlling - the growth
of some chemical substance influenced by
plants in a way that was unbelievable
the red. When the phytochrome
was
by plant people of only a short time plac ed in test tubes, the reaction was
ago, science marches onward e xpl o r ing that of a soluable protein. Evidentalthe life of plants growin g on our ly the red from t he light causes this
earth.
protein to become active and hence we
In 1959 the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture get growth in the plants.
brought out a new name-phytochromeMany of you like to experiment and I
which they coined from Greek words can think of no be~ter place than in
which mean plant color. Phytochrome is your light garden. Here you can cona chemical that is highly sensitive to
trol the conditions carefully to insure
light and is of blue pigment. This your results.
reacts to the light in a very direct
Another u.s. Dept. of Agriculture
fashion as it directs the life of the
phamphlet, No. 879, Lfght and Plants,is
plant each step of the way as much as a series of well exp ainea-ind planned
you do with watering.
experiments that will show how light
Another new discovery reviewed in effects seed germination, plant growth,
this publication is
photoper~odism
and plant development.
which refers to the different
day
Very practical and easy to equip demlengths that bring about seed formation onstrations are presented in detail.
and flowering of the plant. In other Five light and seed germination experiwords, photoperiodism means the way a
menta are given from which much can be
plant responds to the corresponding learned. Also four
plans concerned
amount of day and night or lightness with light and plant growth are exand darkness surrounding the plant.
plained. Another four interesting proExperiments showed that the plants cedures will demonstrate ·light and its
measured the time for their growth effect upon pigmentation or coloration.
changes by the dark periods rather than The last four demonstrations deal with
the light periods as might be supposed.
photoperodic control or duration of
Hence, this means that a plant starts light for short-day, long-day, dormancy
on a new growth cycle by a signal pro- and bulb formation.
vided by the hours of time it is in
This excellent pamphlet was revised
darkness. From this discovery we get in 1966 and includes a CQmplete listing
the terms "Short night" and
"~ong
of literature studied by the three
night" plants.
plant physiologists who compiled this
This is not to imply that the light work. Those of you with the desire to
periods are not of utmost importance experiment and l.earn should not miss
to plants. In fact, if the plant is
this fine publication.
given a strong light intensity during
Indoor Garden for Decorative Plants
the light period, this will
cause
is another
-nipt. of Agriculture
starch to be produced within the plant.
bulletin by Henry M. Cathey that should
During the dark period the photoperiod- appeal to most indoor light gardeners.
ic workings draw upon the carbohydrate
The plans are presented in complete dethat the plant has stored and this cantail for constructing three different
· not go on if there is not sufficient indoor garden planters that utilize ecarbohydrate in reserve fvr ~e precess
lectric lights. These planters are deto !unction.
signed for use with the high-output

u.s.
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Garden Lightly cont'd
(HO) panel fluorescent lights and the
very high output (VHO)
fluorescent
tubes. This bulletin recommends that
the lights for illumination 12 to 16
hours daily . It also mentions that the
plants in these planters will need fer. tilized every two to four weeks when
they are growing ,
Mr. Cathey recommends that the indoor garden be placed where the daytime
temperature will be about 75 degrees
and the night temperature will be a
round 65 degrees. Stationing in a spot
where there is not too heavy household
traffic is also a good suggestion to
be kept in mind,
The author lists three groups of selected plants suitable for these planters. He has grouped them according to
the low light (50 foot candles) requirement plants; the medium
light
grou p (500 foot candles); and finally,
the plants demanding stron~ or high intensity (1000 foot candles).
Watering is the most important procedure in the maintainence of the planter. Watering should be done often enough to prevent wilt but when watering
is done, it should be done thoroughly .
Clay pots are suggeste.d and the space
between them to be filled with unmilled
sphagnum moss. A layer of small gravel
should be at the base of the metal or
plastic box inside the planter . For
growers who are unsure about the amount
of water to be placed on the plant at
one time, the author makes a suggestion
that was quite new to me. He suggests
sticking a plastic funnel into the soil
in the pot and filling this funnel with
water. If it all drains into
the
plant, fill it again. The plant only
needs what water it will take from the
funnel. When the plant will no longer
absorb the water put in the funnel, the
plant has been watered sufficiently.
If you are planning to be away, place
a polyethylene sheet around the planter
and reduce the lighting to eight hours
per day,
Copies of these bulletins may be obtained by sending a request to the Office of Information, United States Dept
of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. 20250.

Dear Editor: This is a special request.
Our State is having its Centennial
1967--of 100 years. I would like letters from as many nations and states as
I can get (all will be
answered)
Please, no religious articles, I cannot
use these in my project. Make your
letters of special interest, or a fine
portion of your location. Thank you
all for the many fine letters.
Mrs. Mildred Allen, 1021 9th St., Auburn, Nebraska 68305

CHIT-CHAT
INFORMATION WANTED
A nice letter from Mrs. Evelyn Storm
4906 McCauley Rd., Woodstock, Ill .
60098. Mrs. Storm went on to say
"What a wonderful and exciting publication. Will Bette Marsalese please
tell me where to buy the "Thimbleberry
Begonia, plants or seed. I did enjoy
her article in the Sept. issue but
fail to find this listed in catalogs
or encyclopedias. I'm looking forward
to many more issues of this fine magazine.***Marion J. Bailek, 6509 E. Kane
Ave., Hodgkins , Ill . 65025 would like
information about a plant called LAPAGERIA L . rosea. It is a climbing
plant belopging to the lily family.
Does anyone have it or know where to
find it?***Myrl Collins of Mich. wrote
saying, I want you to know how very
much I enjoy my Ozark Gar~ens Magazine. I
just never destroy any of
them as I have been a subscriber for
12 years or more. It is getting better all the time. Could we have some
articles on driftwood and fungus? (ED.
Note, is there anyone that will write
articles on driftwood or fungus? If
there is please send them in and include a photo if possible.)***Mrs.
Herbert W. Gardner, 980 Lakehurst Rd.,
Toms River, N.J. 08753 wrote saying,
I am an "African Violet Bug" but I
enjoy other house plants and do some
outdoor gardening such as roses and
glads etc. What I really want help
with is this, I lost my Christmas begonia "fiberous" I believe. I would
like to obtain a start again if I can
find the source. They tell me it is
a very old variety and should
be
treated like an annual. New plants
can be started from a leaf like an
African Violet. This Begonia has cascades of pink blossoms. Can anyone
help concerning this plant?*** Mrs.
Laura Clowes of Denver, Colo. said in
her letter, why not a geranium column
in O.G.? Everyone seems to grow some
of them but I wonder how many know of
the many new and lovely varieties
there are now. They are easy to grow
and have so few troubles. (Ed. Note,
we are at this time t rying to locate a
writer on this subject, and think by
spring it will be a regular column.
This is your Editors wish.

FEBRUARY
I did not know the beauty
Of the cherry tree;
Until within my winter room
A stark, bare February twig
Burst into bloom
With one pure, fragrant flower
For you and me!
·Margaret Drake Elliott
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DI·. H. H.

wildflower lecturer
THE FIFTEEN MOST BEAUTIFUL
WILD FLOWERS
Pennsylvania can be proud of the variety and beauty of its wild flowers,
although I can think of no one of them
that this state does not share with a
much wider area. For that reason I
shall comment on the flowers named in a
list compiled around 1949 by Dr. Harold
Moldenke and published in his book American Wild Flowers. Dr. Moldenke had
sent out a questionaire to 1100 naturalists and botanists of the U.S. and
Canada asking them to nominate "the 12
showiest, most conspicuous, and most
interesting herbaceous plants. " About
half of th~s number answered, naming
their favorite wild flowers. Here are
the top members of the poll in the order of preference. (The English name
of these flowers are well known and established. The scientific names are
hardly needed here.) 1, Cardinal Flower, 2. Showy Lady's Slipper, 3. New
England Aster, 4. Orange Milkweed, 5.
Moccasin Flower, 6. Large - flowered
Trillium, 7. Eastern Columbine, B.Fragrant Water-lily, 9, Eastern Fringed
Gentian, 10, Marsh Marigold, 11. Blackeyed Susan, 12. Bloodroot, 13. Blueflag
Iris, 14. Virginia Cowslip, 15. Turk's
Cap Lily. The votes received decreased
gradually from 213 for Cardinal Flower
to 67 for the Lily. As in every "beauty contest", some feelings will be
hurt. Few will agree with the judges.
Doubtless many lovely flowers were excluded because they are not showy; for
example, Trailing Arbutus, the poet
Whittier's "fragrant spring
flower
tinted like a shell." Some are not
herbaceous, as Mountain Laurel, the
state flower of Pa. Why did no western
flower make the grade? I can think of
Ozark Gardens February 1967

Arnold
519 N. Holmes St.
State College,Pa.
16801

several natives of the Rockies and ~he
Pacific States that should rank high in
such a list. Or the blooms of cacti
in the southwestern deserts? They certainly rate high in showiness.
The
poll seems to me valid only for the area covered by Gray's Manual, that is,
east of the Mississippi and north of
the Carolinas. It i's valid also for
Pa., although all of the flowers chosen
have a much wider range than just one
state. Most of the flowers grow in
nearly every county of this state, The
ones with a restricted range, as marked
on distribution charts on file with the
botany department here at Penn State
University, will be indicated below.
1. The Cardinal Flower or Cardinal
Lobelia has been designatea the brightest of all American wild flowers. I
think rightly so. The blooms seem to
emit flashing ~ed light, and this character is kept in color slides. They
fairly glow when projected
on the
screen. The ~lant is easily cultivated
but it is also easily winter-killed,
perhaps because it grows along streams
where frost doesn't go deep. My planting lasted only two years.
2. More than any other flower on the
list the Sho~ Lady's Slipper needs
protection, ail especially in Pa. The
Penn State chart assigns it to only
seven counties: Erie, Lawrence, Clearfield, Huntingdon, Dauphin, and Northumberland, and in these counties it is
now found in only twelve stations.
A
member of a garden club in Snyder County told me that she had found it there,
but her find may have been the white
form of the Moccasin Flower or Stemless
Lady's Slipper. The Showy has been
lost from Bear Meadows in Centre County
where it once grew. Look for it in
cool mossy bogs farther north in com-

pany with arbor vitae and hoards of
mosquitos. My best color slide, taken
in Mich., cost me forty-six mosquito
bites. Showy Lady's Slipper is the
state flower of Minnesota.
3. The flower heads of the New England Aster are among the largest of any
of our native asters. For its size and
because of its vigor it is frequently
grown. It has become too an ancestor
of some of the more cultivated kinds.
The rays are of two colors, a rich purple and a strong reddish-pink, that is,
on different plants. Driving eastward
along Route 6 in Tioga County in early
Oct. we found a field with flowers of
both colors intermingled. It is seen
most often in wet places, and for that
reason I wonder that it has thrived in
the driest part of our garden. It is
reported as abundant in Butler _County
and wouthward. Here in Centre County
our Buffalo Run Valley has fine displays of it, often reflected in the water of the stream.
4. Butterfly Weed, Orange Milkweed,or
Pleurisy Root, is perhaps more commonly
grown in wild gardens than any other
plant. We find it wild in Centre County on dry and barren soil and on limestone out- croppings.
Its
deep root
makes it difficult to transplant. It
can be grown from seed or r oot cuttings
they say. Mrs. Dana tells us that in
New England it grows profusely in sandy
meadows and forms great masses of color
along railroads, --hence. I suppose , the
name sometimes used of "Rail road Annie :
(Mrs. William Starr Dana is the author
of one of the first and best books on
wild flowers, published first in 1893
and reprinted recently. Mrs. Dana was
a nature writer of the first rank, and
the book has 174 unsurpassed drawings . )
5. This past summer I received a post
card from a friend showing five handsome Mocc a sin Flowe rs standing among about twent y b lossoms of Dwarf Cornel.
All are shown growing in a bog with
sphagnum moss. We have
these
two
plants as companions in Moshannon State
Park·, but they are growing in dry soil
under pine trees. Gray provides an explanation: "dry acid soil of woodlands
or northward in bogs, moss, or wet
woods . " The address side of the card
reads: "Lady Slipper. Floral Emblem of
Prince Edward Island, Canada." This is
our best known wild orchid. The Penn
State distribution chart records it for
all counties except the four northern
ones: Cameron, Potter, Tioga, and Susquehanna. But I know of a gardener in
Tioga County who has gathered the plant
from the woods and has grown them successfully. I conclude that since some
of the above is rattlesnake country, it
may not have been botanized thoroughly,
Although abundant and wide ranging this
flower needs and deserves protection.
6. The White or Great Flowered Trillium does not grow in central Pa., and
that is strange because it is quite abundant in the western third of the
state, both north and south. Dr. JenOzark Gardens February 1967

nings writes, "it blankets like ' snow
many an undisturbed mid-May woodland in
southwestern Pa." (I refer to Dr. O.E.
Jennings, the author of a monumental
work on the flowers of western Pa.,
published in 1953 by the University of
Pittsburgh Press.) This Trillium is
easily grown and is deserving of wider
cultivation. I recall seeing a border
of them, about fifty, all along the
front of a house in Athens, Bradford
County. A few days before the blooms
fade they turn to a delicate pink. This
is sometimes mistaken for the flower of
a different specie. Trilliums will not
serve for cut flowers. I share the belief that if you pick the leaves with
the flower the root will die.
7. Wild Columbine grows in
every
county of Pa. Apparently it is not
fussy about the kind of soil, although
here in Centre County we find it on or
near limestone ledges and outcrops. The
plant is so often cultivated that manv
scarcely think of it as a wild flower.
It comes readily from seed, Few flowers have collected so many fanciful
names. Columbine is from ·a Latin adjective meaning "dovelike",
applied
because the flower is thought to resemble a group of pigeons", the dictionary says. I guess the birds are thought
to have their bills together. It is
called Bells (Presumably five to each
flower), Meeting
houses (with five
spires), Jack- in- trousers (Legs upward)
and by the ' French Canadi~ns. Gants de
Notre Dame (Our Lady's Gloves)
8. The leaves and f l owers of the
Fragrant Water-lily float on the surface of still pools and streams. This
Waterlily is not found in central Pa.
except as planted at Moshannon State
Park, where its flowers dot the surface
of the lake in season. I shall not
soon forget a visit there in August of
1961, when the cool west wind brought
us their fragrance while we were still
in the car. I recalled lines of the
poetess Elinor Wylie': "water lilies,
smooth as cream, with long stems dripping crystal •.• those white lilies, luminous and cool, plucked from some hemlock-darkened northern stream."
Our
distribution chart shows 34 stations in
western Pa. and 6 in the northwestern
counties.
9. The Fringed Gentian is one of the
most famous American wild flowers, having a fame due in part to the well
known poem of Bryant: To the Fringed
Gentian . The blossoms open only in
bright sunlight. At other times their
petals (the lobes of the corolla) remain twisted together in a counterclockwise directions, that is, as far
as I have observed. The color is described as sky-blue, lavender
blue,
bright blue, and violet-blue. The poet
says "Heaven's own blue" and exclaims
"Blue--blue--as if the sky let fall a
flower from its cerulean wall." A color slide taken in the sun will show a
purplish cast. Shade the blossom and
you get a more exact hue. One is lucky
Cont'd on next page
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to find this flower. It is recorded
for only a score of widely scattered
stations in Pa., five of them in Centre
and Huntingdon Counties. It prefers open wet places and doubtless needs limy
soil. It is at its best here in midSept. Bryant found it "when woods are
bare and birds are flown,"
10. Marsh Marigold may be found in
any county of Pa. In May it lays down
a carpet of gold in wet meadows and
stream sides. This is one of several
flowers that grow all around the northern hemisphere in cool places. It is
supposed that such plants have spread
from polar regions when a warm climate
prevailed there in past geological ages. The first settlers in north America must have been pleased to find here
a flower they remembered as so abundant
in England,
11 , Black-eyed Susan is the state
flower of Maryland . It is recorded for
all counties of Pa. Originally a native of the Great Plains it has been
extending its range eastward. Quite
recently horticulturalists have developed it into the Gloriosa Daisy, in
which the golden yellow rays are variously splashed with brown. In fact
considerable variation may be expected
in wild specimens . I have seen some
heads with a touch of brown on the rays
and one head with all rays transformed
into long tubes .
12. Among spring flowers that we look
for on the woodland floor three come
most readily to mind: Hepaticas, Spring
Beauties , and Bloodroot . All make good
rock garden plants.
Bloodroot will
come up year after year and it will
spread from seed. It is marked on our
chart as being most abupdant in the
southeastern and southwestern parts of
the state. In Centre County it is abundant on certain rocky outcrops .
13 . Blueflag Iris is called Poison
Flag in New England in comparison with
the Sweet Flag or Calamus, which resembles it in foilage. It is found in
sunny open marshes with some standin g
water here and in western Pa., although
I think of it as more abundant and at
home in the lake regions. Mrs. Dana
remarks, "in form and color this is one
of the most regal of our wild flowers . "
14. The light-blue drooping flower of
the Virginia Cowslip are well known in
cultivation as Mertensia, The similar
drooping flowers of a western species
are called Languid Ladies, a name equally appropriate for this one. This
is one of the most reliable plants for
the rock garden. The foilage dies away
as the seeds mature, but the plant never fails to spring up from the root the
f ollowing spring. As in other members
of the Forget-me- not family the buds
are of one color, pink, and the f lowers
of another . The name Brandywine Bluebells, from the Brandywine Creek in
Chester County , suggests its pref erred

habitat: flats along the larger streams
where there is floodi ng in late winter
and where sycamore, red-maple , and elm
hold back their young leaves wait i n g
for this flower to b loom. I know of
several such places alon~ Penns Creek
where it is very a bundant.
15 . The Tu rk's Cap Lily is perhaps
not the most beautiful of our wild lillies . That title , they say, belongs to
the Wood Lily (Lilium philadelphicum),
but it is surely the most showy. The
stem may be eight feet tall and may
bear as many as three dozen large flowers. Mrs. Dana questions whether it
attains far inland the same luxuriance
of growth which is common to it in some
of the New England lowlands near the
coast. Dr. Jennings' book has the answer. He tells t hat on July 22, 1942 in
an area of about two acres along Slippery Rock Creek in Butler County he estimated that there were in bloom 3000
plants bearing these flowers: "a magnificent disp lay!"
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BIOGRAPHICAL
Dr. Arnold , a native Pennsylvanian,
has been for most of his career a member of the Faculty of Liberal Arts at
the Pennsylvania State University . He
is now Emeritus Professor of Romance
Langu ages at that institution. He was
Visiting Lecturer for two years at the
Univ. of Maryland and has taught at
Susquehanna Univ. He was for a time
Head of the Dept. of Foreign Languages
at Illinois Wesleyan Univ .
Botany has been Dr. Arnold's lifelong hobby, and since retiring from
teaching , he has built a modest career
on his lectures about wild flowers. His
talks are based on a l~rge collection
of color photos taken by himself and
Mrs. Arnold in Pa., Mich., the Rocky
Mts., and the Pacific Coast.
He is a member of the Wild Flower
Preservation Society, the American Nature Study Society, the National Wildlife Federation, the Pa. Horticultural
Society, the Southern Appalachian Botanical Club , and the PHI EPSILON PHI
Honorary Botanical Fraternity. Member
of the Speakers Bureau of Western Pa.
Conservancy, Audubon Society, The American Rock Garden _Society, and also the
Pa. Forestry Association.
Dr. Arnold has given lectures since
1960 and each lecture is built around
a selection from a file of some twelve
hundred color slides
representing
480 species of plants and
trees.
All originals. Photographed in
the
field by the lecturer and his wife.
His fee is very modest and requests no
engagements until after March 15. We
wish to thank Dr. Arnold for his fine
column in Ozark Gardens and will look
forward to his return. Address Dr, H.H
Arnold, 519 N. Holmes St., State College , Pa. 16801.
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-A VISIT TO MEADOW-BANK

Christmas cactus make a bright show of
color and soon it will be time to start
the Achimenes growing. Also, I see my
Frances Ford
Clivias have bloom showing. How p l easMeadow-Bank, Bristol Road,
ant to be able to have bloom even in
Whitchurch, Bristol, England
the dark Dec. days. Looking around I
think how far we have come from the
Hello again from Meadow Bank. Here I time when greenhouses were first inam writing to you with Christmas loom- troduced about 1624. They were little
ing in the very near future, and yet more than shelters to protect the everwhen you read this we shall be well green pot plants, and small orange and
into the New Year. According to our lemon trees which were stood around the
weather men, probably by then we shall gardens in summer. Gradually th~ green
be really snowed up, but right now I houses were developed into orangeries
have a lovely promise of spring in the which were such a feature of the stateroom. A large jar of Hazel catkins ly homes. Then followed by the begingathered last week are already showing ning of importation of bulbs, some of
a slight yellow in the warmth of the which were found to grow far better in
room, and despite the date on a table these greenhouses due to our climate.
a small posy of spring flowers; a few The design_began to get very elaborate
in Victorian
polyanthus, primroses, some sprigs of reaching their zenith
winter jasmine, and one stem of cyno- times when great domes and such like
glossum very much out of season, all were very much in evidence.
This is our Christmas deco~ating week
gathered this afternoon whilst I was
walking round the garden. It was a end, when gli~ter, greenery, candles,
soft, sunny day, the birds were flit- and dried seed heads seem to be everyting and twittering in the trees. Be- where. As the rooms get into their
neath a bare lilac tree I saw that the party dress, what a peaceful glow seems
sparrows had already started their mis- to hover around the home when everychief which each spring makes me so thing is finished and the Christmas
cross with them I declare I will not tree lights and candles on the mantlego on feeding them; their habit of piece, the only lights. I know as I sit
pulling off primrose heads and scatter- here, curtains down and flames leaping
ing them around the ground, always it high up the chimney we shall remember
is yellow and mauve flowers which suf- other Christmases and friends spread
fer most. Last year it was the nesting far and wide, the sunny Queensland
season before I ~ould enjoy many poly- Christmas days spent sit t ing on our
anthus etc. A very sad state of af- verandah watching great flights
of
fairs and one which made me decide to Galah parrots scream and screech across
grow a lot more ariculas, as the birds the blue sky, and indoors decorations
do not touch them at all owing to the of agapanthus and camellias. Well I
powdery deposit on them, which by the guess its time to say bye for this time
way makes them look really beautiful. but I should like to say how thrilled I
As the color range is so WGnderful, and was to receive messages from several
the plants always such a joy, I now Ozark Garden readers,one of whom must
have three seed trays of young plants have sat down straight away and wrote
in the cold frame waiting to be planted to me on reading her Dec. issue, so already my circle of friends has spread
out in March.
We had a great surprise the other day a little more.
when gaily skipping up our apple tree
Before closing I should like to share
near the back door we saw a grey a beautiful little story telling of how
squirrel. These are of course consid- the robin redbreast got his glorious
ered a pest in some areas, although the chest color. The night the babe was
red squirrel is a protected creature. born in the stable at Be thlehem, when
The grey ones do get blamed for damage all was still and mother and Babe were
by some folks, but here in my garden, sleeping, the fire dwindled and was alSwaggie 1 as we have named this little most out. The robin, a drab brown litgrey chappie, is definitely a very wel- tle bird, flew down from the rafters
come visitor. At first he was content and began to beat his tiny wings to
eating bread put out for the birds, make it glow again. He kept this up
but he soon found nuts and homemade despite his tiredness until the dawn
fruit cake very much more to his lik- and the. reflection of the bright fire
ing. He is, of course, a semi-hiberna- has forever glowed on his chest since.
ting creature here and only ventures
Well, really bye and do ~lease write
forth on mild winter days. We think if you would like to, Happy .G ardening.
his home must be in the big elm tree in
the field at the bottom of our garden.
What a delight these visits give us,
but, oh dear, where do the minutes go SUBSCRIBE TO "CHATTER~ - African Violet
whilst watching him?
magazine of African Violet Society of
Things are at a standstill in the Canada. 6 issues per year 1 2 .00. Sampgarden of course, but in the greenhouse le copy 25¢. Please send to1 MRS. LIL·
IAN CARTLEDGE, Box 58-0G, Chippawa,Ont.
Canada •
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Robert L. Shatzer
Box 126
Albright, W. Va. 26519
February is a nice month to talk about and to think about olanta for two
reasons. The first is Valentine Day,
and what could be more wonderful than
the gift of a living valentine? An African violet, a columnea, an episcia,
or a wonde~ful gloxina would be a
beautiful year around reminder that you
cared ~nough to give the best.
A second good reason that Feb. is a
fine month to talk .. about plants and
growing is that we all have the "spring
fever bug" that bites and makes us all
itch to work with plants and plant in
any way. If you still have some days
of snow before you can really tackle
big pro~ects outdoors, this will be a
wonderful time to get those seed flats
going and do that repotting that needs
done before you desert things indoors
for outdoor projects.
Remember too
that the sun is getting a
little
stronger each day and our plants will
be making more active growth and can
use a little additional
fertilizer
these days.
Mrs. G.H. Beyette of Dryden, Ont.,
Canada, wrote a fine letter to our editor and in this letter she inquired about the cause and cure of bud blast in
gloxinias. Our editor suggested
I
might be able to assist with some information concerning this problem. This
situation is not caused generally by
just one factor but rather by a combination of occurrances. Chief among the
causative , factors is insufficient humidity. If the atmosphere is too drying
the plant will reject its blooms in order to furnish more moisture for the
plant itself.
Gloxinias can stand some heat but if
the temperature goes above 80 degrees,
which does happen at times in the house
this too can cause the blasting. A
plant which is leggy is not getting enough light and very often these plants
will blast their buds suggesting very
definitely that lack of proper light
will be a cause. The gloxinia likes at
least 1,000 foot candles of light and I
have noticed among my own plants that
they will be superior plants if they
get an even higher intensity than this.
If the gloxinia is in a pot which is
too small and the plant roots do not
have ample enough quarters, this too
will stimulate bud blast. To change
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locations of a plant which is just about to begin to bloom will cause the
buds to blast more g e ne rally , especially if the change of residence for
the p l ant is a change in heat, humidity
or light factors.
The gloxinia likes to be kept moist
~egularly and not allowed to dry out.
Allowing the soil to dry will or can
bring about bud blast and also cause
the open flowers to drop before they
should.
Over heavy applications of fertilizer
can cause this condition as can thrips ,
aphids, and mites but insects more often cause distorted flowers rather than
bud blast.
If your gloxinias appear to have this
problem of bud blasting, any of these
conditions may be the cause and more
often the unhappy gloxinia may be suffering from a combination of these difficulties.
Many of the commercial hybridizers of
gloxinias have been working quite intensively to produce improved plants
for us growers. One of the chi ef complaints through the years has been the
size of the plants and· the amount of
space that they require in order to
grow into good specimens.
Fischers
Greenhouses have produced some new variet±es~which are reported to be smaller
in size though flowers are reduced too.
The George Park Seed Company is offering new double flowered gloxinias they
say will bloom heavily. Also offered
is seed of an Fl hybrid which is new to
the market.
I am trying two new gloxinias this
season. These are new introductions
from the Michael J . Kartuz Greenhouses.
"Pink Carousel" and
"Red Carousel",
which Mr. Kartuz tells us are more compact plants with shorter and stronger
stems. Mine are still too small at
this writing to tell if this will bear
true in my benches. The young leavee
are quite handsome and it seems one can
almost see them growing each day. The
blooms of these are ruffled and will
stand up straight and open up together
in the center of the gloxinia offering
the grower a beautiful and
las~ing
plant in heavy bloom.
Whenever growers gather in groups,
plants are, naturally, the main stream
of their conversation. For many of us
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Cont'd next page

Gesneriads Galore cont'd

If your plant collection has never
been graced by a Rechsteineria cardinalia, this is the spring to begin either-with seeds or tubers. Once you have
had one of these bright emerald-green
plants with its long, curving glowingred flowers, you will never be without
them. The heart-shaped leaves, which
are slightly h~iry, are a showy foliage
before the beautiful blooms appear.
This plant has attracted many hybridizers who have used it to great success.
The flowers have a marvelous lasting
quality which further enhances the value of the plant.
Tubers, shaped somewhat like an onion
set, may be purchased or you· can grow
your own plants from seed. The tuber
has an orangish skin and as it g rows,
it begins to look a little more like a
sweet potato~ I have been told that
the cattle in South American countries
have been known to eat these tubers.
For many years this plant was mislabeled and considered a Gesneria. The
stems, which are white and hairy, generally do not get over a foot tall and
bear four to five pair of leaves which
vary in shades of green as the plant
grows older.
·

the names of many of our plants are
hard for us to pronounce, especially if
we have not had the opportunity of
hearing others pronounce them often and
correctly. I have gathered together
some of the more common names which
sometimes present difficulty in pronounciation and have listed a key for
them with each one. In many cases
there is more than one way to pronounce
these names. Achimenes-(a kim' en ezz)
Aeschynanthus-(es kin anthh us) allo-plectus-(al' o plek tus) chirita-(cheer
ee ta) chrysothemis (cry so thee'miss
codonanthe-(co doe nan'thee) columnea(co lum' nee a) diastema-(die a stem'a)
didymocarpus-(di di mo car' pus) episcia-(ep iss' ee a) gesneriad-(gez neer'
ee ad) gloxinera(glock sin eer' a)
~loxinia - (glock sin' ee a) hypocyrta(hypo sir' ta) koellikeria-(cu lick eer
ee a) kohleria-(co leer' ee a) n~utilo
calyx-(naw till o kay' lix) nematanthus
(mena tan' thus)
petrocosmea- (pet ro
cos' me a) ra~onda-(ra mon' da~ rechsteineria-(rech stein eer' ee a
rhytidophyllum-(rey tid o fill' urn saint~aulia-(saint paul'ee a)
sinningia(si~ in' gee a) smithiantha-(smithy an'
thal streptocarpus-(strep toe car' puss

Rechsteioeria card ina Iis
-
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Rechsteineria cardinalis cont'd
The cultural requirements of
the
Rechsteineria cardinalis are not difficult to provide, It does like a soil
combination that is loose and porous. A
typical mixture that is often used combines equal parts of good loam, leafmold, and peatmoss. If the mixture you
use for your African Violets brings
lost of bloom, use this same mix for
the R. cardinalis.
Propagation can be done with leaves
or cuttings equally successfully and
for most people the cuttings root very
easily. The Rechsteineria will bloom
when seed are planted in one full season.
Good drainage, as with all gesneriads
is a must. T~ey will require more water than gloxinias or African Violets,
They enjoy good, full light especially
when they are well along in active
growth. Poor light will cause them to
grow weak and leggy .
When the flowering season has finished, taper off the water supply allowing the foliage to die away. After
this has happened, the pot should be
placed in storage in a dry spot and after a short period of dormancy, the
tuber should be started again for a new
growing season. You'll enjoy them I'm
sure.
I hope that we will be going on an
armchair excursion next month in Gesneriads Galore to visit a very charming young man who is a good friend of
many gesneriad growers and see his
greenhouses which are al~ays filled to
the brim with wonderful plants. If you
hear some music as we make our trip
through Michael Kartuz's Greenhouses,
it will be from the extension speakers
of his hi-fi system which he has in his
potting shed and the houses . Be sure
to be with us on this trip to New England,
OLD MANS BEARD VINE
If you are looking for an unusual and
beautiful vine, Old Man Beard Vine is
it. Here on the desert this
vine
springs to life with the first April
shower, This dainty feather fairy - like
vine clings to a tree or the fence. It
has deep green leaves and long runners.
One wonders how it can live with so
little moisture all summer long. When
fall arrives this vine is covered in
misty soft glistening, white hair resembling an old mans beard. Its beautiful. When the wind blows it sows its
self again. Soil 2 part sand mixed
with gravel, 1 part leaf mold, water
occasionaly. Likes direct sun. Makes
beautiful decoration. Hair with seeds
in it 25¢ plus long self addressed
stamped envelope,
Mrs. D. Klassen, Box 277, Carlsbad,Tex,
76934
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Happy Candlemas Day to you, or Ground
Hog day, as some may call it. By ·today
February 2, i f you do not have your
Christmas decorations and greens down
you better hurry, or bad luck will follow you, so say the ancient wise ones.
Some hold to Twelfth Night or Epiphany but. when I ran on to the later
date, I was happy because sometimes I
have specia~ arrangement of greens,
herbs and the like that I just "can't"
throw out "so soon."
I suppose already this month numbers
of you have "Maids of February" in your
garden. you probably know them by the
JIOre familiar name of
"snowdrops",
Whatever name they come by, I love
them. We are never so fortunate here
at Oasis Herb Garden to have them by
Candlemas Day but often before the end
of this short month the first of them
does appear and how welcome they are
after the long, cold weeks of winter.
Of course, if the sun shines on Candlemas Day the groundhog (woodchuck) goes
back in his den for six more weeks. Believe me, sun or no sun on Feb, 2,
here in western Mich. we are sure of
six more weeks of wi~ter.
February, although
the
shortest
month, is often the gayest with Valentine Day and the patriotic holidays
and sometimes even Chinese New Year
thrown in,
Last month I mentioned the arrival
and recommended the perusal of the
garden and seed catalogs and I noticed
many other O.G. correspondents did also. I hope you followed my suggestions
and have your lists all make up by now.
If not, there are still a couple of
Feb, weeks left but do not put it off
too long and then expect the seed peo·ple and nurserymen to honor your request for "prompt" and "rush" service.
That is unfair .
Well, I followed my own advice and
plan to order from a new source (for
me) this month. Park's Flower Book
for 1967 was enchanting and so I am
sending an order off to Greenwood, S.C.
for a change, My plants I usually get
from Havalook Gardens , right here in
Mich., and I most often go right to the
nursery near Lansing and pick them up
or phone and explain exactly what I
need. Mr. Frunce is very patient and
considerate of this
herb
growers
whims.
It is· from pages 42-43 that I made my
dream list this year. Many of these I
have but I thought I sould send for
some new seed and give a little new
life to the plots . So this is my list:
Ambrosia, which Park's calls "feather
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The Herb Corner cont'd
geranium" and another, "Mexican tea"
He does not give the specific names so
I am interested in seeing what· is meant
and sent, Then I am short on angelica
so want a new start both for the Oasis
and my Mary's Gardens, Balm and garden
burr1t are two favorites that need replenishing. I have never tried caperbush and I doubt if it will do much
this far north, but I am willing to
give it a try and even bring it inside
in winter if it responds at all this
summer.
I have four other "Ca." They are
coriander, catnip, chamomile and chervil. I will plant some of the chervil
along with parsley inside around the
base of my avocado seedling that stands
in a corner of the dining room, I
planted the parsley there last winter
and it made a niee snipping corner long
before I could get nippings outside,
The catnip I will have to plant at
Breckenridge because the Juliana her·e
at home find the young plants and eat
them so we never have enough for them
and their friends. We used to have no
problem because large quantities and
real thrifty plants grew at the back
and one side of Dad's office but a year
ago in April I sold it .and now it has
been replaced by a very modern drive-in
barik so no more can we bring bundles of
catnip back to the Juliana from Breckenridge, We still have a few plants around the barn and the old fence but
soon the fence will be modernized also.
Some call it progress, I can't.
It seems ironic chamomile grows so
freely as a weed around many of the old
barnyards I used to know and I have
transplanted it again and again only to
have garden attention too much for it
and after a couple of years it is no
more. Trying the seed may help, at
least I want it here again for Peter
Rabbit's chamomile tea.
My one plant of elecampane has done
well but thi s year it did not set seed
and so I am adding that to my order
this month. Although I do not use it,
I a l ways keep a plant or two because of
an old friend of my father's who lived
with the I ndians and l e arned many of
their cures and treatments. Dad took
his advice with one of his own patients
in a very stubborn case and found the
elecampane most successful. So I keep
it as a tribute to our Indians and a
country doctors wisdom.
Horehound will be .increased,for I only have two plants and while ente~tain•
ing my mothers old church cirele of
friends last August, one especially
wanted to know about horehound and
wanted enough to make cough drops and
syrup. So I will send ~or Mrs. Davisson's recipes and some seed for her own
garden this spring,
Then there will be lovage, mercury,(!
prefer the name Good Xing Henry) pennyroyal and saffron (safflower, that is),
All of these I have in small measure or
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nave had but want to replenish my supply and also want a few extra seeds on
hand for "give aways" when friends call
:>ut of season.
Then, this even amuses me about myself, I could not stand to look at the
last entry without my curiosity getting
the better of ·me, It read "0984-Herbs
Complete mixture, Pkt. 30¢; Dbl. pkt.
50¢• What good psycologists
these
catalog writers are, I fell for it ,
"complete", just what would
"they"
consider "comple~e"? Well come spring
I'll know, for of course, I closed my
order just as they had their list with
that "complete mixture." And now the
fun of waiting until they arrive.
Then last month I recommended reading
during the winter months and here again
I took my own advice, I often buy
books as t~y come out,but like most
librarians do not get a chance to read
them at once. So I can tell you what
the reviewers and others think about
them, but often not what I do, So it
was during the past weeks ~ have had a
chance to look over and read parts of
several that I have purchased over the
months and although these are not brand
new there are three I especially want
to mention. Two came in 1964,and those
of you who have more time to read then
a librarian, probably have read them
from cover to cover. They are Adelma
Simmons "Herb Gardening in Five Seaeons", Van Nostrand, illustrated by
Kathleen Bourke and Louise Evans Dooles
"Herb and Garden Ideas", Sterling Co,,
illustrated by Shizu Matsuda and Dettra
Carpenter. The first of these I like
very much and consider the most com•
plete since Rosetta Clarkson's and why
should it not be, written by that world
wide authority on her subject, Mrs,
Simmons of Caprilands fame. The five
parts are capti oned as diaries for
winter, spring, summer, and autumn and
the fifth season "Christmas," Oh, it
was wonderful reading for this season
and full of ingenious ideas. After
this you almost wonder why anyone would
feel the need of another herb book, but
we always do, don't we?
The other is an unpretentious little
book exactly right as a g i ft. Mrs.
Doole's dedication speak s for it, "to
Peggy and Bill who will read it, Howard
who always helps, and to all of the
mothers and fathers, aunts and unclesi
grandmothers and grandfathers and al
others who love children and gardens,
but most of all, it is dedicated to the
children who find fairies among the
flowers and elves in the herb patch",
no matter how old, I would add for Mrs.
Doole, It is a wonderful little book
packed full of ideas, garden and herb
craft, including flower games, flower
fun, garden gifts, indoor gardens and
how enchanting, gardens from lefto~ers
avocado seeds, dates~ onions, carrots,
sweet potatoes and grass. All this
charm and delight is topped ~ff with
two packets of seeds pasted to the back
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FLOWERS'N'
TIINGS
MARY "BOATRIGHT

sure they will bless my whole year
through.
This is a quite time of the year to
count one's blessings, and we really
do have so very many. I was dumbfounded not long ago when I received a letter from a stranger telling me that I
had so much in life that I didn't have
to worry about the worlds ills, I am
indeed very sorry i f I ~ver gave anyone
this impression. I have so very little
of this worlds goods, its just that I
don't worry about what I don't have,
what's the use? If I don't have it why
bother about it. We all have many
problems, some are different, most are
about the same for us all. I have a
special re·cipe for mine, I just ignore
them. Thi~ doesn't always make them go
away, but I can refuse to entertain
them, and unwelcome company
seldom
tarries long. Hearts and flowers to
each of you, and may you always REMEM-

724 W.POPLAR
HARRISBURG,ILL.62946

'

Wheh Feb. is mentioned most people
think of George Washington and cherry
pie, but its hearts and flowers that I
think of. Valentine Day is a lovely
holiday and I hope some day it will be
more widely celebrated, why not? We
have all sorts of "do this and that
weeks" until there is hardly enough
weeks in the year to go around. But a
day set aside just to - tell folks how
much you love them is sadly neglected,
I say "folks" because I do not think it
is just a day for cupid alone, old people . especially like to be remembered
with a card or even a call, if it is
funny make-fun cards you send forget
the whole thing. It is a day for just
love and kind words, pink roses, violets, old lace and red hearts. A few
words spoken or written to someone
special in your life, a chance to say I
love you at least once a year.
Love means many things, not just our
very closest family,
but
special
friends, someone who has done something
nice for you, they may have even forgotten it themselves but it is nice to
know YOU remembered. Someone who is
old or ill, oh so very many.
This is a short month and some where
in the middle comes the first golden
crocus here in Southern Ill. I plant
them in drifts and hope they will all
be golden yellow, but the lavender and
white ones come along later anyway. It
is the yellows that always come first
and they are pure rays of sunshine to
me. I plant them close to the south
side of the house and get them a full
month early, so far no one has figured
out a way to do anything about the
weather, but sometimes we can out wit
it.
I love the first brave (or foolish)
robins that come along with the first
crocus, they hopefully look for an unfrozen worm in the dead grass, I always
wonder why they come so early, it hardly seems worthwhile to go away if they
are coming back so soon.
I do thank every one of you for the
lovely Christmas cards. It is just
wonderful to get "snowed under" with
beautiful cards and good wishes. I am
O.z ark (}ardens February 1967
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The Herb Corner cont'd from page 27
inside cover from Germain's, mine happened to be dill and sweet basil. So
much fun in so small a book. Look it
up at your library or favorite bookshop.
The third book was a 1965 copyright
(just read by me) and is Katherine
Barnes Williams "Herbs, the spice of a
gardener's. life." The line drawings
are again by Kathle~n Bourke, the woodcuts from Old Herbals and the photographs by all topflight masters in the
field. It is what I call, "an artistic
whole." The format is superb as Diversity Books alone can do.
It is a very logical book as the
chapter titles will show. "Before we
begin" gives the purpose of the book
and tells you how to qualify as an herb
grower. Chapter 2
fascinates
me,
"Choose your friends and meet mine" is
followed by making the plans in "Painting the picture". Then two chapters
entitled "We begin to grow" giving general and specific growing directions,
which lead naturally to "How to reap
what we sow and keep what we reap•.
The uses of herbs is detailed in chapter 6 "The Essential Question" and it
all concludes delightfully with "The
End or the Beginning". These titles
suggest the charming humor and ent~r
tainment found throughout this most
practical and down to earth book.
For those of you where winter is long
and cold, I hope you find some of the
warmth and charm that I have in visiting with these delightful herb growers
through their books. If you get into
them I promise you Feb. will be even
shorter than ever and March with .its
crocuses will be here before you know
it.

A GIFT subscription to Ozark Gardens
to a Friend is always appreciated.

SUCCULENT PLANTS
Lester E. Rothstein
290 Lenox Ave,,
Ne w York, N. Y.10027

Thank you all very much for your kind
birthday cards and many greeting cards
which I heartily reciprocate , though a
bit belatedly. On December 13th a surg eon was happily hacking away at me in
the hospital. But, whatever else he
may have cut out, he certainly did not
remove my enthusiasm for
succulent
pla nts. I was not laid up for very
l ong, but I must admit that my collection certainly looks better for my having laid hands off for a while. It is
oft en said that these plants thrive on
neg lect; but the trick is to know when
they should be neglected. By neglecting, we generally mean not watering
them and winter is the time for that.
However, the plants should at least be
checked weekly for bugs or rot or any
other problems that may arise.
As ment i oned last time, one of the
t hin g s you have to watch out for is
plants that are making growth during
these dark winter months. The best
possible conditions must be provided
f or them, otherwise you will end up
with some pretty sorry looki ng specimen
when spring rolls around. Plants that
insist upon growing in winter must be
given the best possible conditions,that
is to say, all the sun available and
very cool temperatures plus minimal amounts of water, so that growth will be
slower than usual. The growth rate of
suc c ulents is pretty slow anywa y, compared with that of other plants, but we
have to slow them down even more when
gr owing conditions are not of the best.
The whole concept is something like
that of an animal hibernating. The
temperatures are low, he isn't eating ,
but is living off the fat and nutrients
stored within him, he's in a deep sleep
but his bodily functions
continue,
thou gh at a very reduced rate. He may
be a bit thin in spring, but he's none
the worse for wear and tear and, with a
cou ple of meals under his belt, he's
g ood as new. With plants, there is
this constant inter-action among sun,
temperature, water, and air. Reduce
any one of them and you have to reduce
the others too, to maintain a proper
balance.
Many succulents and very many of the
cacti that are not winter growers can
be wintered over ih a cold but frost
free place without either light or waOzark '·.9 .1'nens February 1967

ter and this treatment will not wreck
them at all, I have tried this with
several Agaves and Aloes up in my attic
and it worked fine. They did get a bit
of light and I watered them a few times
just to prevent their getting too dessicated. The s a me thing could probably
be done with some of the tougher Euphorbias,though they might need slight'ly warmer tempe ratures. What prompted
me to try this was not any high- minded
scientific goal, but simply lack of
space in my so called greenhouse.
Beginning with Dec. 22 the days start
getting longer again, at the rate of about a minute per day. However , in the
New York area, it ~ill not be until at
least Peb. 22 that some of the dormant
plants star~ showing any activity . However, there is plenty doing right now.
Stultitia cooter i
has been blooming
since Oct . ,
ut isn't making any new
stems. Cerop egia dichotoma is making
stems and leaves, but no blooms . Kalanchoe rotun difolia has finished bl'Ociiiiing ; K. lon~ifl ora is in bloom, finishing up, whi e K.K. millotii, ballai · and
orgyalis have--oeen forming bu s for
some weeks now. Crassulas reversisetosa and multicava are blooming and C.
pseudolycopodioides (Soo-doh-lee- conpoh-dee-OY-dees- phew!) is blooming away
and stinking up the whole greenhouse
with its strong musk smell. As far as
I am concerned, this plant has precious
little to recommend -it; the flowers are
so small you need a lens to see them
and there are other Crassulas of this
group that have much nicer -looking
stems; yet I've had this plant for so
many years I'd hate to give it up.
While we're on the subject of Crassulas , I might mention how I fouled up
my Crassula argentae (Jade Tree) this
summer so that it didn't bloom this
Christmas as usual. Mine is about a 10
year old specimen with a 4" trunk
and
standing about 30" high. Actually, its
a small tree. It grew in a large clay
pot and each summer it stood out in the
burning sun and probably got a minimum
of water and hardly any fe r tilizer. In
Decemb.er 1962 it started to bloom and
has done so every Christmas since then.
However, this past summer I removed it
from its pot and planted it in good
prepared soil in the open ground . It
grew t remendously but much too lush.
Branches were toppling over and breaking of their own weight. I had to
prune about six pounds of them off and
also trim the ro6ts, to get it back into a pot again for winter. Result:fine
.vegetative growth, but no flowers, all
due to too much water and too much
nourishment, But wait till next year!
This common and ordinary
houseplant
that practically everybody has owned as
a sickly house plant at one time or
another is absolutely beautiful when in
bloom. It's completely covered with
tiny white odorless f l owers that turn
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Succulent Plants cont'd from page 29
pinkish as they mature. A prettier
Christmas sight is hard to find.
Peperomia dolabriformis is in bloom,
as is Haworthla altl l lnea var. denticulata. The flowers are notnTng to wr~te
home about, but the point is that flowering is a sign that the plant is mature and healthy. Many Echeverias are
in bloom or in bud, Incidentally, the
Haworthias are named after a British
botanist, Adrian Hardy Haworth, who
died in 1833, and the Echeverias are
named after
a
Mexican
botanical
draughtsman, Atanasio Echeverria. The
generic name is pronounced ETCH-uh-VEEree-uh. In bloom now are Eche. roseagrandis, E. gibbiflora meta!Iica-vaF.
and a closely related plant, Graptopetalum macdougalii, The latter Is named
ror--Thomas Macdougal of New York, a
famed botanist whom we are proud to
have as a fellow member of the New York
Cactus and Succulent Society, Inc. Tom
has several plants named after him,
deservedly so, among them a very attractive small Echeveria, E. macdougalii. This plant may still oe obtainable
Trom the International S1~cculent Institute, a non-profit
organization
which is a fine source of collectors'
plants, For a listing write to Dr. Jay
W. Dodson, 921 Murchison Dr., Millbrae,
Calif,
In bud now are Eches. pulvinata, agavoides, g£lvah and minima . E. ele~ans
ought to e s owing buds by now bu Is
late this year. Another succulent in
bloom is Gastrolea beguinii a hybrid
between Aloe aristata and Gasteria verrucosa.
would be expected; ~e
flowers
are like small l ilie s, about
1~ inches long, pink petals with green
tips. Fairly attractive but not too
significant. Most of the succulents of
the Lily family are grown mainly for
their foliage and form, rather than for
their flowers. Also in full bloom is
Senecio fulgens, with 1" orange pom-pom
on long stems, reminiscent of the marjgolds to which they are related.
~e
generic name is pronounced sen-EE-seeoh. Last, but not least, is my currant
pride and joy, a 4 year old Aloe ~
iana given me as a tiny seedling, which
is now 20" across and prpducing a whopping four-pronged flower stalk. There
should be over 100 small lily-like
flowers. So long till next time.

Maxine Goodgion
West Stockholm
N.Y. 13696
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HEDGEHOG CEREUS SMALL LADY FINGERS
(Echinocereus pentalophus Rumpl.)
The Hedgehog cere~s is an early cultivated, sprawly, large flowered plant.
The flower has been described as anywhere from white tipped with pinkish
purple to lilac, pink or violet red in
color. Following Britton and Rose description, I would say the species has
3-4 inch broad violet-red flowers on
one foot long, cylindrical, one half
inch diameter, soft, finger- like stems,
which form large clusters, It flowers
during the spring and can take a few
(very few) degrees of frost, coming as
it does from southern Texas and northern Mexico,
The plants branch from the base and
flower readily making a lovely sight.
As far as I know it presents no problems in cultivation, but does need a
winter rest, even if it shrinks a bit,
Procumbent, with ascending branches,
deep green, ribs 4-6, somewha.t undulate
with low tubercles, radial spines 4-5,
very short, white with brown tips, central spine one, rarely wanting, flowers
reddish-violet, large, 3-5 inches (7-12
em.) long and as wide, tepals broad,
rounded at apex, stamens from lower
half of throat, tube purple within,
filaments short, pale yellowish-green,
style little longer, stigma lobes green
scales on ovary and flower tube with
long cobwebby hairs
and
brownish
spines. Eastern Mexico and Southern
Texas. Wild plants have longer spines
than cultivated plants. A wild plant
is i l l ustrated.
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AMERICAN PRIMROSE SOCIETY offers
Quarterly publications beautifully illustrated, an international seed
exchange of around 600 varieties of rock
and alpine plants including 100 different primulas, and a culture chart to
assist in the growing of species primula. U.S.A. S3.50 per year. Mrs. Lawrence G. Tait, Trea. 14015 84th Ave. N.
E. Bothell, Wash. 98011
xxxxx~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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Daisy Austin

1510 Kimberly

How do you li~e my new Begonia Hat?
so pleased with it I think I shall
wear it from now on. Thank you, Gerald
Sausaman, of Garden Lightly. Will be
sending you a new Bulb for your garden.
Since we are not commercial growers
of Tuberous Begonias we need not be in
such a rush to get all our seeds sown
and still have beautiful
blooming
plants before the heat of summer. Tuberous Begonias are divided into two
divisions; summer flowering and winter
flowering. Lets talk about the ones
that bloom in the summer of which there
are three basic types. B. tuberhybrida
multiflora 1 and pendula. B. tuberhybrida have the gorgeous flowers pictured in catalogues and magazines and
iisplays in flower shows. They are usually listed as to flower form as, rose
form, camellia, picotee,
fimbriata,
previously called carnation. All have
the full color range or in shades of
the color except blue and purple,and
yet even these tints are there. A few
bear individual names. There is also a
large single flowering variety.
The B. multifloras are more compact,
have more flowers but are smaller in
size. Some have been crossed with the
B. tuberhybridias giving larger double
blossoms and these are to be found under the name gigantea. The leaves of
the multifloras have a bronze tint in
their green leaves. More
sun more
bronze. Tubers are smaller, are the
easiest of all to raise, can take more
sun and need more and less moisture
than the others. Most of the varieties
of th~ multifloras will come true from
seed. Again dealers list by color and .
by named varieties of which you will
recognize B. 'Helene Harms', B.'Tasso',
B. 'Sweet Home', and B. 'Flamboyante'.
The B. pendulas are the magnificent,
brilliant pictured hanging basket type.
They may be grown anywhere a trailing
Am
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or cascaae effect is wanted as long as
it is secluded from wind, too much sun
or moisture from the soil or from the
air. Yet they require an abundance of
light, warmth and humidity. They are
the heaviest eaters of the three types.
At ~imes you will see them listed a B.
'Lloydi', the first pendula type begonia offered. It was brought to us from
England and was quite different from
the ones we know today. The change was
brought about through select hybridizing. There isn't very much information available about the early crosses
but it is thought that B. bolivienses
was the first species used. Since then
many of the others have also been used.
Vetterle and Reinelt, and Antonelli
Brothers of Santa Cruz, Calif. are the
two principal hybridizers of Tuberous
Begonias in the u.s.
With so many varieties available it
is a hard choice to make as to which
ones to try. When you are faced with
this decision, do as I do, try them
all. The results are amazing. There
are various seed sowing mediums and you
probably have a favorite for the very
fine seeds . of the Begonias. If you are
successful and are satisfied with the
results, by all means continue to use
it but if you would like to make a
change, don •·t make the mistake of discarding all the tried methods for something new. You could lose all your
seeds. Try
the newer methods on a
small scale. It is like going shopping
for new clothes and after trying on the
Mini Skirts and Mod Fashions, you find
they just aren't for you, but how would
you have known had you not been dari ng
and tried them on. You can always combine the old and the new and be the
better for it.
A very fine mixture packs too f i rmly
around the tiny roots after germination
causing the seedlings to become top
heavy ~nd rootless. If it is
too
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Begonia's cont'd from page 31
coarse, the tiny seeds fall into crevices and under bits and pieces of
roughage, never toc-reach the surface.
May I share with you my ways of growing
Tuberous Begonias from seed. Since I
live inland from the coast and cannot
have the coolness and dampness of foggy
nights and mornings at the time of
growth when they need this most. I
must work harder at raising these beauties. If you were t o tell me that you
could not raise these Beg onias where
you live because the weather gets too
hot and dry, I'm afraid I'd be a bit
scornful because you really and truly
can, A few years ago as we were returning from a vacation, traveling across the desert during the hottest
part of the summer and l!opine: to reach
a certain town by midday; we noticed
posted signs advertising a celebration
including a County Fair which was in
progress at this date. This was much
too interesting to pass up and t9 the
Fair we went. The program listed a
Flower Show and that was my first stop.
Among the floral entries I found Tuberous Begonias, both basket and upright
types. The temperature for this time
of year in this area ranges from 100 to
120 degrees daily, with very little humidity. Those Begonias were
raised
there; had they been brought in from
the coast for this show, they would not
have survived one day in the hot dry
air of the desert.
But, Goodness! I'll never get my
seeds planted so let's go back and prepare those seed pans. The clear plastic dishes, round or square from the
grocery stores are excellent. I prefer
the square because they are space savers. Sterilize them and first spread
a i
inch layer of charcoal, then two
inches of steri lized peat moss the consistancy of coarsely ground corn meal,
dampen but not soggy. Level surface
but do not press down. Sow seeds thinly over the surface, do not mix colors
or varieties. Label now. I p~efer to
cover the container with a piece of
plastic secured by a rubber band. Some
are placed on top of the upper most row
of l ights and others tucked away where
ever they can be squeezed into that is
not directly under the lights, although
I tried that one time too. They dried
out too fast and it did not speed germination.
By sowing the seed thinly there is
not the need to transplant as quickly
and a better root system results, also
less loss and shock. As soon as greening shows the container with it's plastic cover is moved under the lights
within eight inches, A week later each
container gets its first feeding consisting of a · weak solution of Fish Emulsion or one of the other high nitrogen foods, To prevent drowning these
babies I usually use an eye dropper to
give this feeding. The easiest way to
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provide more air for circulation is to
punch a few holes in the plastic covering, not too large but not so small
that the plastic will close up again.
If the plantlets are starting to be
crowded or if too many seeds fell in
one place, it will be necessary to begin transplanting to a larger container
using the same mix and don't forget the
charcoal in the bottom, Plastic shoe
boxes are very good, minus the lid as
they are set inside plastic bags, for a
few days to help recover from the
transplanting. Before closing the bag
I breathe into it and fasten with a
rubber band, This gives the plants extra C02 (Carbon Dioxide) plus
the
lights help the leaves start the manufacturing of more plant food. Continue
feeding we ekly, do not over water and
gradually remove the plastic covering.
By the time the third and fourth leaf
appears they are ready for their final
transplanting and will have a root sys~m to exceed the width of the foliage.
This will give you an idea of how much
spacing you should have given them as
they grew. The potting mix now changes
and into a large tub, clean garbage can
or wheel barrow go: leaf mold, Redwood
sawdust, Super Soil and aged cow manure in equal proportions. The Super
Soil has a sand base giving sufficient
weight to keep the containers from
tipping over as the plants grow upright
or the stems of the basket varieties
from pulling the roots out of the baskets. Mix well and dampen to the crumbly stage. It will depend upon the
variety of Begonia, the type container
to use. Good drainage is a must. A
twelve inch wooden basket is best for
the basket varieties. The more stems
coming from the tuber the fuller the
basket. These tubers are going to stay
in these baskets for several years. For
the upright types I like to use the ten
inch squatty clay pots because
by
watching the crustations that appear on
the outside of the pot I know what is
building up inside the soil as these
tubers are going to stay in these pots
for several years.
The day before final transpl anting I
like to fill all contai ners with mix
and water well with water c ontaining
Pano Drench. Do not water again until
mix begins to feel dryish. Do not feed
for quite awhile as there will be sufficient food in this mix to promote
growth and deve lopement. Later some of
the basket vari eties may need stem pinching to promote fuller baskets. Upr ight varieties may need staki ng.
Lets go back and bring the t e mperature and light factors to the same
point as the other factors. The seedlings have been gradually lowered from
the lights, keeping uniform growth and
changing to natural light as soon as
possible. They are happiest in a temperature range of 70 d e grees although
this is not always possible to maintain
and lower is better than higher. The
more light the better growth. Smaller
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Begonia's cont'd from page 32
tubers seem to give more blooms and often of better quality than some of the
larger tubers. Susceptibility to mildew is an inherited weakness trait and
it is best to eliminate these since
they only help spread the spores. This
I learned the hard way because there
was this beautiful deep red, rose form,
upright that I tried to cure over ·two
years of growth and mildew spells.
There are a number of good sprays on
the markets now to aid in the prevention of mildew. And prevention it is
because you just don't cure it. Humidity and temperature in unbalance for
a particular Begonia seem to be the
main factor. You might say the mildew
problem with the Tuberous Begonias is
like certain viruses are with us: always present but needs the proper degree of non resistance to get the upper
hand.
I prefer to raise this variety of Begonias from seed rather than purchase
tubers or started plants as they adapt
themselves to my ways better than I to
theirs. An example is the rose form
'lpright mildewey one mentioned. This
one and three others came to me from
a plant table at one of the plant society meetings in San Diego. They were
grown by Walter Watchorn and were beautiful specimen plants. You have heard
Cactus Pappy speak of Wally Watchorn.
Wally was standing by the table when I
went up to get my plants and he asked
me if I could raise them like that,
since he knows I do not live on the
coast. I told him of course I could
raise them. And should have added, but
not as well as these, instead of leaving that under the things I wish I had
said. I brought these home and put
them with others I was raising. The
second day that beautiful red one did
not have a leaf untouched by mildew. It
was put into isolation, then had an
amputation performed. New growth from
the tuber started again but I never
knew when I'd find spots of mildew
starting to show on its leaves. I must
tell Wally about this one of these days
when I see him.
A few odds and ends for mentioning:
Buds and flower drop may occur if underpotted, overfed after too much time
batween fe e dings, air too dry and over
wateri ng. Lack of flowers can be the
result of not enough light. They can
stand all the morning sun they can get.
To keep from damaging the roots and the
tubers that are forming, it is best to
place the stake for the uprights at the
time of final transplanting. Keep old
leaves and blossoms removed to prevent
d~se ases. From seedJfirst year plants
Will not be at their peak, second year
is best. Tubers last, with proper care
~or many years.
Cuttings can be taken
~n
the late summer and brought into
bloom for the winter with the aid of
lights but it is doubtful if you will
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find these have formed tubers. Tubers
of the summer bloomers can be forced
into bloom under lights of 14 to 16
hours per day. But don't expect these
same tubers to work for you summer and
winter and last for years and years.
There are other methods for raising
Tuberous Begonias from seed and sometimes I vary the way I do it. Like I
mentioned in the beginning, the results
are amazing. Even to me.
"It Seems To Me" cont'd from page 7
before. I chose a whoop of laughter
instead of tears although I did grieve
for those lost. I'm fairly sure I
wrote of this experience some months
back but it will illustrate the unexpected in a garden.
By the way, I have learned of a perfectly good excuse for leaving the
dishes undone to go out and work(?) in
the yard. There is nothing quite as
good to get garden hands back in office
shape as a pan of good old dish water.
Only thing is I never seem to get around to trying it. My dirty dishes
just seem to keep mulitplyi ng and my
hands stay garden hands.
It seems to me it might be interesting if Ted planned one month as "The
Woes and Wails" month or 11 The Trials
and Tribulations of A Garden Biddie" or
ha•e a descriptive article of each contributor of her area and of the weather
soil and water problems. I'll wager we
would, as readers, be even more appreciative and enjoy her articles a bit
more than before. Should we be tempted
to try some of her ideas or plant s, we
could evaluate the chances as · far as it
being satisfactory in our area .o r if
there would be too great a difference
in climatic conditions. If we should
be fortunate enough to be traveling
and our route took us close enough to
visit someone of another area or state
we would know what to expect. She in
turn would not feel we left disappointed in what we had expected.
The mention of traveling reminds me
that it is almost vacation time again.
I do hope any whose travels take them
near me will stop and say, "Hi,
I'm
of the O.G. family." My yard is still
mostly in the blue pri nt stage since
the BI G MOVE but we can have a cup of
coffee--i f I can find a clean cup--and
yaak up a storm. The last is my husbands descri pt ion of me and . visiting
Garden Biddies. I guess i t fi ts. Anyway it is fun to vis i t, so do stop.
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Our front cover ph oto is to the
credit of Mr. A. Hintenach o ~ 832
Oakmont Ave., Erie, Pa. 1650 5 ; a
commercial artist who so graciously
has let Ozark Gardens copy his orig.inal sketches. You will treasure
his work as it appears from time to
time on the cover of your Ozark Gardena. If you appreciate his work,
drop him a nice letter of appreciation.
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Rev. Thomas R. Rowett
R.D.1 Rick Rd.
Mc Kean, Pa. 16426
"As for man, his days are as grass:
as a flower of the field so he flourisheth. For the wind passeth over it,
and it is gone; ••• But the mercy of the
Lord is from everlasting to everlasting
upon them that fear him ••• " Psalm 103:
15-17
Best wishes to you for a new yeRr
filled with those b~essings that are of
eternal value! Yes our hearts
are
filled with hope for better things to
come as we look into the remaining
months of the year 1967. Yet as we
look at the world stage with overshadowing clouds of war , political unrest
and racial strife, one wonders "what
a day may bring forth." But in the
midst of uncertain ty the Psalmist in
our meditation verses, points to some
certainties of our existence. He does
so by comparing man with a blade of
grass or "a flower of the field,"
·In this we see the certainty o.f life
itself-"as a flower of the field, so he
flourisheth." Though many of us are
struggling with the difficulties of
winter with its snow and freezing temperatures, we are not panicked. The
reason? In a few months winter will
give way to spring. Seeming dead flowers will push the i r heads into the warm
air; power mowers will buzz to keep ahead of fast-growing spring grass . More
important is the continuing certainty
of life as evidenced in the wonder of
human birth in the maternity department
of hospitals throughout the world. Then
there is a higher life, spiritual life
that is imparted to those who seek after and follow the living God. Jesus
said, "Because I live, ye shall live
also." We can be sure that the One who
in the first place created life shall
sustain life.
From the certainty of life, the Psalmists advances us to another certaintythe certainty of death.
Continuing
the comparison of a flower and man, he
says "the wind passeth over it, and it
is gone." Every plant (though some
have a long life span) must at sometime
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finally die. So every member of the
human race (expect those who are alive
when Jesus returns)must one day submit
to the grim reaper, death. Some will
succumb to the hot wind of life's pressures. Others will experience the furious wind of violent accidental death.
For many the g entle breeze will slowly
but surely remove the petals of life.
Like a blade of grass or flower of the
field, man must leave this earth. The
p~ssing
of time will eventually erase
the memory of each of us. We must not
stop here for as we look further we
find death is not the end but is only a
change of existence.
On the brighter side, we are reminded
in the next verse of the certainty of
eternity. "But the mercy of the Lord
is from everlasting to everlast i ng."
The mercy of God is eternal because He
is eternal. He always was and always
will be . Furthermore because He is
perfect, He need not change nor will He
change . Man on the other hand
is
different in that he has a beginning of
life but no end of existence . Someone
has said , "There is an element of terror in birth- it is a way into existence
but there is no way out of existence.
This brings us to the sobering fact
that we are facing not only physical
death but also eter nal existence. What
can we do about it?
We come now to the certainty of
choice. "The mercy of the Lord is upon
them that fear him (God)." It is here
implied that there are two cla sses,
those who fear the Lord and those who
do not. This fear is not simply terror
or horror . It is a genuine respect (as
of a child for a loving father) that
prompts us to constructive action. It
is that quality which causes one to believe and obey the demands and inst ruction of a holy God . This we must choose
to do. And our eternal fate is deter.
mined by this choice. For those who do
not fear the Lord there is little encouragement . But for those who do fear
the Lord "the mercy of the Lord is from
everlasting to everlasting. "
As we travel down the pathway of life
there will be many uncertainties, matters over which we have little control.
But there will be some decisions we
must make. As the year 1967 wears on
and in the light of certain eternity
may we actively choose to draw nearer
to the living God.
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There hath not failed one word of all
His good promise.
I Kings 8:56

~ll~iili\\ n 1\iQ.\ill\
~~~~ ·~~~~
BY-Mrs. Leila Davisson
9779 Ste. ,Rt. 4,
Mechanicsburg,Ohio 43044
As I write this we are wishing for snow Brown butter in heavy saucepan. Stir
but the .weather man does not give us in brown sugar, milk, salt and herbs.
any satisfaction. However, by the time Cool to lukewarm, add softened yeast,
you read this,I can be assured we will add flour gradually until a stiff dough
have been sn~wed in at least ~nee, It is formed. Knead on floured surface
is this kind of weather that inspires until smooth and satiny, about 8 to 10
me to bake bread. I like this whole min. Place in greased bowl, cover and
wheat bread made with my own home let rise about 1i hrs. Punch down and
let rise 30 min. Shape into two loaves
ground grain.
put into greased pans and let rise about 45 min. Bake in moderate (375)
2 pkg. yeast
1 c hot water
oven 35 to 40 min.
3 c warm water
i c butter or
3/4 c brown sugar
margerine
Rye bread ~s seldom baked at home but
4 c all purpose
8 c unsifted
here is a recipe I think you will like.
flour
whole wheat
4 tap. salt
flour
Dissolve yeast in i cup warm water with
cup of the sugar. Add remaining water and sugar, the white flour and
salt. Beat until smooth. Cover and
let t."ise \Ultil double .Punch down,add remaining ingredients. Knead for 10 min.
Put into greased bowl and let rise until double. Punch down and shape into
three loaves. Place in loaf pans, cover and let rise again until double .
Bake in a moderate oven (375) for 30 to
35 min. I sometimes mix in a few caraway or anise seeds.

i

Caraway Bran bread is another favorite.
c scalded milk
c ready to eat
all Bran cereal

1i

cups warm
water
package yeast

Mix in a large bowl and let cool to
lukewarm then add 1 pkg. yeast dissolved as directed on pkg. Mix well.
Let stand 5 min. Blend in i cup dark
molasses, 2 Tbs. sugar, 2 tap. salt and
1 tap. caraway seed .
Mix well and add
gradually 5t to 6 cups all purpose
flour to make a stiff dough. Knead on
a well floured board for about 10 min.
Place in a greased bowl and let rise
about 1i hrs. or until doubled in bulk.
Punch down, turn and cover. Let rise
30 min. Punch down and make into two
loaves, place in greased pans and let
rise about 45 min. or until doubled in
bulk. Bake in 375 deg. oven for 40 or
45 min.

pkg. yeast dissolved in i c
warm water
i c brown sugar
i c dark molasses
1 Tbs. salt
2 Tbs, shortening

c butter or oleo

1/3 c firmly packed

brown sugar
2 c scalded milk
1 Tbs, salt
1 tap. sweet basil
7i to 8 c all
purpose flour

If you are in a bit of a hurry and want
to fancy up a French loaf , here is a
good way to prepare a Parsley Loaf. Cut
a loaf of French bread diagonally into
1 inch thick slices.
Spread each slice
with butter or margarine.
Sprinkle
buttered surface heavily with chopped
green parsley . Place the slices together to form the loaf, wrap in foil
and put into a 350 degree oven for 10
or 15 min . Serve hot . Nice !or cookout or indoor barbecue.

tap , caraway
seed
i tap. Thyme
2 pkg. yeast
dissolved in
i c warm water
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c hot . water
c rye flour
3 Tbs • caraway
seeds
3i to 4 c all
purpose flour

In a big bowl combine brown sugar, molasses, salt and shortening·. Add hot
water and stir until sugar dissolves,
Cool to lukewarm. Add yeast and caraway seeds, mix well, stir in rye flour
and beat. Add white flour to make soft
dough. Let rest 1C min. Knead until
smooth, about 10 min. Put into greased
bowl, cover and let rise about 1t to 2
hrs. Punch down, turn onto floured
board and let rest 10 min. Divide and
pat into 2 round loaves and place on
greased cookie sheet . Let rise 1i to 2
hrs . Bake in a 350 deg. oven about 35
to 40 minutes.
(may be made into 2
long loaves if desired)

Herb and browned butter bread combines
three herbs.

t

1i
2i

Bread recipes continued next month

TV Snack-PARSLEY POPCORN
Pop one 10 oz. can of popcorn, salt.
Melt i cup butter, add 1t tap. ground
celery seed, 1 tap. paprika and 3 Tbs.
dry parsley. Pour over corn and mix.
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AFRICAN VIOLETS

AFRICAN VIOLETS
Send 10¢ for illustrated
list of many varieties ,
incl,uding new 1967 releases, Hybridizers and
growers of quality African Violets ,
RICHTER'S
GREFNHCUSES, 9529 Indianapolis Blvd,, Highland ,
Indiana 46322

BROMELIADS
BROMELIADS
Sample
Bromeliad plant,
$1,50;
three different
$3.25; 6 assorted young
plants, $5.50. My selection, all labeled and ppd
Special
Handling,
35¢
MRS. AL BURT, P.O.,Box
776, Jupiter, Fla. 33458

- --BO__;_O
_K
_S_,__t-"---0-A
_C
_T_U_S___
BOOKS
~ew
Nursery Books ., Flowering bulbs for winter
windows, $3. 50 ,
Bromeliads, the colorful house
plants, $3.50. How to arrange flowers, 75¢. Used ,
like new,, Common exotic
trees of South Florida,
$4,25, Postage 25¢ per
book, JOE
SULEN, R,1,
Leesburg, Fla. 32748
BOOKS
BEAUTY SECRETS BOOK-$1,00
(200 recipes for making
natural Garden insecticides and personal beauty
aids,)
Save! HUTCRAFT,
High Point, N,C . 27262
BOOKS
Unused garden and nature
books at discount pri ces,
Many at t to i off . Stamp
for list, BOOKMARK, P.O.
Box 122, Jeff erson City,
~M=o~·~6~5~1~0~1.....:...._________.

FREE CATALOGUE
YOUNGS CACTUS GARDEN,8014
Paramount;
Howe St.,
Calif. 90723
RARE SEEDS- Cacti, Succulents, Exotics,-- over
1500 Different kinds,Fasinating Hobby- Gorgeous
Flowers; send 25¢for catalogue, NEW MEXICO CACTUS
RESEARCH, P.O.Box 787-0G ,
Belen, New Mexico
87002
6 large unnamed succulents
$2. 50 ppd, Send stamp for
list of plants, PHILLIPS
CACTUS SHOP, Rt.2, Box
137-A, Kountze, Tex.77625

SUCCULENTS - any 15 for
$1,50, If labeled 25¢ extra, Postage 75¢: Adromischus-Cristata; Aeoniumtourniforti; Aeonium-Cooperii; Aloe- Variegate;
Bryophyllum-scandens;CraBOOKS
ssula-Princess Pine; Cra"HERB COLLECTORS
MAN ssula- rupestris; Cotyual". Money-making guide ledon- undalate;
Delosto, Ginseng, Goldenseal, perina- echinatum; Echeherbs, wildflowers, ferns veria-ednita; E.leucolriplants, cones, moss, etc. cha;E . haagii;E,weingerii;
$2,00 Fully illustrated, E.gibbiflora; HaworthiaTHE WILDCRAFTER , B-7-G, hybrid; H,-cuspitata; H.Looneyville , W.Va. 25259
tessulata; H,-sub- attenuata; Huernia - zebrina;
.BOOKS--------------------i Huernia-pillansii ;Klienia
WANTED- Wish to buy
for -pendula; Kalanchoe-tomen
resale,50"Herbs and their tosa; K.-rainbow;K,-laciuses,50"How to read Hand- nata;H, - rose leaf;K.-purwriting",50 Old style ca- ple k ink ; K.- marmorata;
rd games,Euchre,Cribbage, Scillico-Violecia;SenicoPoker,Chess, Checkers,etc repels; Senico-gregorrii;
Lunda Books,Monroeville, Stapelia- lendertzea:--Ohio
44847
Alma's Cactus Shop, Brady
Route , Mason, Texas 76856

FLOWER SEEDS
SEED
Mexican or summer Poinsettia, mimosa, Devil' s
Needle or Yucca
lily,
Plantain-lily ,
cactus
seeds, mixed seeds; each
25¢ large spoonful plus
stamp. MRS . v·. FAGAN, 119
Albany Ave., Amityville,
LI.' N.y. 11701
WILDFLOWERS seed of Washington's cascade
mountains. Two dimes brings
price list, and
three
dimes list plus
trial
seed packet, MRS. NORMAN
GOSSETT, Star Rt,, Box
143, Naches, Wash. 98937
POMEGRANATE- Raise a few
hills in your garden for
Granny and the children,
Brings back pleasant memories of long ago,200,
Seeds $1,00 ppd,"ODDITY",
Seeds, R,1, Box 129,Tyner
Kentucky
40486
Mixed Japanese Iris: 50
for 25¢ plus stamped envelope, Winter col d aids
germination.
Planting
i nstructions
includ~d .
MRS, FRANK HANKINS, R.D .1
Box 198, Smyrna,
Del,
19977
Ornamental pepper seed,
34 varieties, a pod of
each labeled, $1,50. Not
labeled, $ 1,25 prepaid,
Also improved lemon color
Marigold real large,dwarf
type Marigold orange color, 25¢ per pkg. with
stamped envelope,
MRS,
LOREE SHIPMAN, 5329 Division Ave.,
Birmingham,
Ala. 35212
Unusual
seed, Lantana ,
Mimosa,
nevil's Claws.
Tobacco, China - Berries.,
Ornamental Beans , Cotton•
seed, Chives, Green basil
Dark Opal Basil, 45¢ hugh
pkg., ppd. Free list with
order • . PAULINE BATEMAN,
~ickens, Tex. 79229
SEED-Beautiful Tree Morning -Glory,50 Seeds $1,00
ppd, Claud Essary Box 606
Hollis Okla. 73550

CLASSIFIED

HOUSE PLANTS
FALL SPECIALS
Achimenes. Fairy Flower.
reds, blues, yellows,purples,
assorted colors.
Bulbs for fall potting,
shelf or basket plants 12
-for 84.00
Columnea Ctgs. many colors in reds,
yellows,
orange. Bud
end ctgs.
7 for $5.00.
Whistling
Hill,Box 27,Hamburg, N.Y.
14075
HOUSEPLANTS
Stamp for list of houseplants,
500 varieties.
Begonias, episcias, African Violets, succulents
and cactus, miscellaneous
MARY WALTON, 311 So. Center, West Memphis, Ark.
72301
HOUSE PLANTS
Begonias, bromeliads, o~chids. Bonsai. Price list
on request. PAUL P. LOWE,
23045 s.w. 123
Rd.,
Goulds, Fla. 33170
HOUSE PLANTS
Send stamp for large list
of House Plants and cuttings.Mary Boatright, 724
w. Poplar, Harrisburg,Il~
62946

GARDEN PLANTS
FL
~LIGHTS
African
(Agapanthus)
Unnamed
Orientalis,
ter Pan' , each
'My Joy''
$1.00:
Aztec Lily (Sprekelia),Common 35¢ , Select 50¢,
1
Fantasmas 1 75¢,'Horoshy'
$1,00, 'Harrison' OrientRed' $1.50
Oxblood Lily(Rhodophiala)
bifida 35¢, huntiana unflowered 50¢, Currant Red
75¢,Spirea Red S1.00,Magenta $1.25:
Society Garlic (Tulbaghia
violacea 20¢,-- violacea
variegata 75¢,
fragrans
35¢ , fragrans alba 75¢,
Urceolina miniata $1.00:
Handling 60¢, All year.
winter mailing your risk.
ALEK
KORSAKOFF,
7634
Oriole St. Jacksonville,
Florida 32208

GARDEN AIDS

MISCELLANEOUS

LOOK WHAT a "D" cell cataGOOD READING
lyst will do for you. "D" Harriett's:
gardening,
'cell catalyst purifies wa- needlearts, recipes, comter and charges it with mente, views,
opinions
white light energy. One invited. Sample copy 25¢
no.2 white catalyst will Box 20796, Los Angeles,
charge many gallons of tap Calif. 10006
water for dri~ing, treat-l-----------~===---------ing seeds before planting,
WANTED
or watering plants. Just. eld china, glass, dolls,
drop the "D" cell catalyst inkwells,
paperweights,
into a gallon jug of tap_ postcards before 1940 and
water or well water. After old catalogs etc. EMMA'S
24 hrs. it is ready to POSY PATCH, Rt.1, Dittmer
use. When the water is i· Mo. 63023
used, refill and start ov- 1-----~------------------~
er again. One testimonial:
I have been using your
catalysts on my shrubs and
BUY WHOLESALE
flowers and feel they are Without obligation learn.
doing a lot of good. My how and where you can buy
roses are thriving and I thousands
of household
have never had many blos- and miscellaneous items at
soms on my hibiscus, the real money saving prices.
plants are all dark green Write ESSARYS
WHOLESALE
and healthy looking. I am SERVICE, Box 606, Hollis,
very much pleased. Unquote Okla. 73550
Try making coffee or tea
with the cell water, even I-~--------G-I_F_T_S___________
ice cubes. Wonderful for CUTE,CUDDLY EASTER BUNNY,
washing all vegetables be- Hand crocheted, any colfore 'Q]acinp; in refrtp:era- or. Ideal gift for anyone,
~or, $1.00 each or 3
fQr Children love his bushy
$2.50. HILARY M. DOREY, 12 tail and large felt ears.
Arnold Ave., Dept.Z, NewPostpaid.
1 • 5 o each.
port, R.I. 02840
Price list
of unusual
gifts 25¢ (deductible on
first order). KREAHLING,
280 Coal Hollow Rd., VerGOURD SEED FOR SALE
ona, Pa. 15147
Martins; Dippers,long and
short handles; Corsicians J-------~MA~G~A~Z~I7.NE~S~------flats; Hercules Clubs;In- BACK issues horticultural
dian War Clubs( Cave Mans magazines
Stamped enveClubs(Marankas} Dolphins, lope bri~gs
listings.
African Giants;Giant Bot~~CHARLOTTE FERGUSON, Box
les,40¢ Pkt.PP,for Gener- 1418, Altamont, N.Y. 12009
ous supply.Write for complete list of 35
diff.
kinds of Gourd Seed. w.c.
Densmore,R.1,Box 254 Look HOMEMAKERS aoDGE Podge aout Mountain, Tenn. 37350 gain available. 100 pages
of things to make and do,
recipes, hobbies, textile
painting patterns, much
more.
Wonderful Shower
FALL SALE on unusual pot Gift $1.50 15 page sampplants, Tropical plants,
ler 25¢ EDNA JOHN, 1481
shrubs and vines, many "D", Springfield, Oregon
plants i price;Send stamp 97477
ed envelope for long list
to, LOYCE'S FLOWERS, R.2,
RECIPE
Grandbury, Tex. 76048
OLDTIME SOURDOUGH BREAD
RECIPE, salt rising bread
PLANTS FOR SALE
everlas•ing yeast bread,
Large English Ivy; Vinca all $1.00 Sourdough star(Major or Minor);
St.
ter mix, packed in earthJohn's Wort, 5¢ each (6) enware ~storage jar~with
Hen & (6) Chick plants,
instructions and recipes.
$1.20 ppd.: Other Peren- $2.50 ppd. 6 for $12.00
nials! ROBERT M. POWERS,
THE WILDCRAFTER, B-7-G,
1235 Humbaldt Ave., Bell- Looneyville, W.Va. 25259
ingham, Wash. 98225

s
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MISCELLANEOUS
LABELS
1000 LABELS, your name,
address, Zip Code, Gummed
ready for use, 95¢ ppd.
Wayne H. Pearce, R.1,Box
24, Commodore, Pa. 15729

BARGAIN COLUMN

~OADED

with VALUES!

'BARGAIN COLUMN

BARGAIN RATES - FIRST 25 SALE on Bougainvilleas,
WORDS 50¢. Each word over Hibiscus, Oleanders, many
25- 4¢ each. Bargain Col- other unusual pot plants.
umn is not classified.: Many plants i price. Send
stamped envelope for list
SEED: 25¢ pkg. plus stamp LOYCE'S FLOWERS, Rt. 2,
Red Yucca, Scarlet Wis- Granbury, Tex. 76048
Dolls,
doll
clothes teria, Red Okra,-- Thrygreatly reduced,
stamp allis glauca, Texas Blue
EXCHANGE
for list. Childrens party Bonnets, ParkinsoPia, Po- Bowls has birds. Birds
favors 15 for 25¢ and inciana,Red castor beans, are feet on bowls in colstamp. Tuuk-ins,
table Giant club gourds, Double ors. Blue, green, amber.
novelties, pin kits, 12 yellow or purple Datura, Trays 14 in. across top,
for 50¢ and stamp. Fancy Mixed Giant Hardy Hibis- has cherries and grapes
aprons 81.00; pot holders cus, Steer Horn Tree:-- in colors blue, green.
5 for 81.00; garden apron Myers Plant Co. 302 Erie, Also have dishes heavy
$1.00; Fancy pants pin Cleburne, Texas 76031
shaped like a boat glass
holders 5 for $1.00; pot ~~~~~------~~------- , in colors red, blue, and
holders 50¢ each; baby SEEDS 5¢ pkt) plus post- green. Cherry color canbooties 75¢ pair; cro- age. Platycodon, Canter- dy dishes on stand has
cheted: MRS. V. FAGAN,119 bury Bell, Soapwort, But~ lead in color green. Will
Albany Ave., Amityville, terfly Weed, Poinsettia, exchange any of
these
L.I., N.Y. 11701
Delphinium, Rose,
fea dishes for dresses from
size 14, 16, 18, 18i, 20,
World's best, guaranteed Flower, PrimPose, Liatris 26. Nice ones, shiftsyGallardia,
Centaurea,
health, beauty secrets is
women's slacks size 16.
only 81.00, refundable. Valeriana, Monarda, Bunch and 20i. Bed
spreads,
PACKERS, Lester Prairie, Flower,Milkweed, Sorrel,& sheets, hand towels, apBoxelder, Chives,
RhuMinn. 55354
dusters,
slips,
barb, Sumac,
Onions, rons,
FOR SALE
Vetch,
Sourdock,
etc. mens shirts size 15 and
How to live healthy 100 Send stamped envelope for 15i. Dress shirts in colyears 40¢ Your Handwrit- long list of seeds and ors. Also work shirts.
ing analysis 50¢ LUNDS plants. D. WEIGAND, R.3, MRS. HAZEL BECKWITH, 414
N. 2nd St., DeQueen, Ark.
BOOKS, Monroeville, Ohio Wautoma, Wis. 5498?
71832
44847
SEED:Small pkts.10¢.large
WILL TRADE available SEED pkts.25¢.Extra seed dolor Bulbs of House or yard lar orders.Enclose 9tampPlants.Send list in first ed envelope. Hardy Hibisletter; Vera Peterson,R.1 cus,R~ssell Lupine,Yucca,
Moyie Springs,Idaho 83845 Thermopsis, Goblin Gaill- WANTED by your Editor ola
ardia,Sweet William, Rose picture frames of all siWANTED: I would like to of-Heaven, Dbl. Columbine zes. Deep set, or Artbuy Sweetgum and Old Fa- Award Winning
Bearded- carved preferred. Price
shioned Beer Starter, it Iris, Fancy Daylily, Si- must be reasonable. Write
is called beer seeds and berian Iris: Floyd Spade first giving size
and
can be used over.
May R.1, Box 50b Rochester,- price. Will pay postage.
Mitchell 576 w. Addison, Pa. 15074
Ozark Gardens,R.1,Box 227
Twin Falls, Idaho 83301
Fairview,Pa. 16415
SEEDS,
Red
Sunflower,
WHOLESALE prices on Pow- CornbP.ads, Red popcorn, FREE! HARD TIMES NUTRIdered Herbs of all kinds. Neste~g gourds. 2 pkt. TION SECRET. Know how to
BOTANIC GARDENS,Herbs For 25~ and
stamp.
WADE be well fed one year on
Every Purpose, since 1924 • BIRCHFIELD, 309 Montreat ten dollars if necessary.
PRAIRIE POINT, MISS.39353 Rd., Black Mountain, N.c. DEE HIATT, P.O. Drawer,
Belleview, Fla. 10¢ post28711.
age appreciated.
Write
SEED
I
A-Your
starts
(Packet SEEDS: 25¢ pkg. stamped now.
Sandwich onion seed-white envelope. 6 pkg. $1.10.
mild juicy ) 10 seeds Red Candlebush, Pittosporum,
Bl":oo.lovei ~Sunflower; Both Clerodendron, Cottonrose,
alronize
50¢
Calliandra, Pomegranate,
~acantha. MRS. E. SANT()ur
B-Seed 6 yellow Calla,6 MYER, 1315 S. Charlotte
Rehmannileuca new pink, Ave., Sarasota, Fla.33580
A 1
Melanoleuca
cross. 50¢
Nd:flttrli4er4
LEN MIRZWICK~ 315 Piper WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO SELL? Plants, Seed, Hobby items
St., Healdsburg, Calif. place your ad early. Gardeners the country over.,--95448
will want what you have to ~ell. If you do not know
1 how to make up an ad we will help you.Ozark Gardens
ads do ~ot cost,- they pay!.Send your ad TODAY!----

---------------------------1
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A-VISIT WITH MARY WALTON
311 s. Center Dr.
West Me•phis, Ark. 72301
This is the time of year when I enjoy my houseplants most of all, I thin~
for after the holidays are over I am
not so rushed and really have time to
work with them again. It is so nice to
get out in the greenhouse with all the
plants so green and fresh, many blooming, when all is cold and bleak outside. It is time to start seeds and
cuttings, too, for spring and I have
many of them planted.
Many of my flowers I only know by a
common name while others I know by
their botanical name. Some of the common names are interesting and even have
several different ones for the same
plant. One that I have several varieties of is commonly called both "airplane plant" and "spider plant". ·•'The
proper name is chlorophytum and they
come from various parts of the world.
Chlorophytum Picturatum is the green
leafed one and it is native to south
and central Africa. It is always interesting to me to know where different
plants come from. The variety of the
"airplane plant• grows as they all do
in a loose clump of 10 to 12 inch
leaves. In time long runners grow from
the center that first will flower and
then will develop small clumps
of
leaves with aerial roots. If the plant
is placed so that these touch soil they
will root in a short time. Or they may
be removed completely from the plant,
potted in soil · or a rooting medium and
soon they will be growing. They also
may be divided to obtain new plants.
They have very large fleshy roots and
grow quite rapidly. Another variety
that I have is Chlorophytum Vittatum.
This one comes from the Cape of Good
Hope and is similar to c. Picturatum
except the leaves are somewhat more
narrow and are edged with white instead
of solid green. This is an easy plant
to grow, it isn't fussy and does well
in the average home. Any good potplant
soil, average watering and light will
usually grow a healthy plant. They are
nice for baskets as well as pots.
Cuphea platycentra, commonly called
the "cigar plant" is ~nother interesting plant. Of course, it
doesn't
really grow cigars, but the little
orange-red flower which is
tubular
shaped and tipped with white mouth and
dark band at the end, does indeed resemble a cigar. This little
plant
comes from Mexico and is quite easy to
grow. It ~as slender stems with small
green leaves and roots readily from
cuttings. I have another type of cuphea, this one C. Hyssopifolia which also comes from Mexico as well as Guatemala. It is completely different in
appearance, a small woody plant with
very tiny, thick growing green leaves
and has small lavender-pink star shaped
flowers. A commo·n name !or it is "elfin herb• although I am fairiy sure it
Ozark Gardens February 1967

is not a true herb at all. They grow
with about the same conditions as the
•airplane plants• except they do need
more sun to tl·ower well.
Another plant of easy culture that
does well for most homes is the Iresine. There are lovely
plants with
beauti!ul colorful foliage and it seems
a shame to me that they are called
•gizzard plants•. They are sometimes
called a form of begonia but they are
not of the begonia family • . The red
leafed one is sometimes called "bloodleaf" and is a native of southern Brazil. They are quite showy, with rather
rounded leaves with an indentation at
the top and colored bright purplish-red
with lighter veins. The leaves appear
somewhat puckered.
This variety is
Iresine Herbstii. Another one I have
is Iresine F.ormosa. It is similar except that the leaves are yellow and
light green with red stems. Sometimes
red blotches appear on the leaves.
These plants grow easily, too, with ordinary house conditions. A good potting soil, good light and adequate water to keep them moist but never soggy
and they soon make lovely plants. They
should be pinched back as they grow to
keep them well shaped and to prevent
legginess. Cuttings may
be
easily
rooted either in rooting mediums or
water. Usually I start mine in water,
planting as soon as they start to root.
Pellionias are nice little plants and
good growers, and I mention them because I learned not long ago that they
are native to Viet Nam and since it is
so much in our minds these days I
thought it might be of interest. P.
Daveauana also is found in Malaya and
Burma as well. They are creeping little plants with
rather
succulent
leaves. The leaves are small and grow
opposite each other along the stem,
very dark purplfsh-brown with light
green center. P. Pulchra is
quite
similar except for its coloring which
is light green and covered with a network of dark veins. They grow rather
fast. Mine are potted in
ordinary
soil. They need water to keep moist
but not wet, a little sunlight and must
be kept quite warm.
I hope you have a much pleasure with
plants and their names as I have. I
think the more we work with them the
more interesting they become. But I am
sure one could study a life-time and
find there ls always so much more to be
learned than we could ever hope to. I
like nothing better than "talking flowers" and working with them, and that is
just what I must do! Get busy in the
greenhouse as soon as I can get this in
the mail! Happy growing!
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HELPS AND HOBBIES: A variety magazine, printed monthly. Sample 25¢.
Yrs. Sub. 11.50. Ads 2¢ per word.
Includes Stationery Decorating,Recipes, Childrens & Teens page Puzzles, Patterns, Crafts, and many
•ore. MRS. RE't1BEN PETERSON, Harcourt. Iowa. 50544.
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